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ABSTRACT

In this paper the theory of finite-dimensional supermanifolds of

Berezir, Leites and Kostant is generalized in two directions.

First, w e introduce infinite-dimensional Eutperaajiifolds "locally

isomorphic" to arbitrary Banach (or, more generally, locally convex) super-

spaces. This is achieved by considering supermanifolds as functors (equipped

with some additional structure) from the category of finite-dimensional Crassman

superalgebras into the category of the corresponding smooth manifolds (Bans.cn

or locally convex). As examples flag supermanifolds of Banach superspaces

as well as unitary supergroups of Hilbert superspaces are constructed.

Second, we . define "genera?, ixei" sui.eri"anifolds, graded by

Abelian groups £_ ,instead of the group ~^_9_ Q?_ '-supermanifolds ). The

corresponding EUJ- t;-i'i olds , describing, potenti-ily, particles vith more general

statistics than Bose + Fermi, generally speaking, turn out to naye an infinite

number of components.

0.Introduction

0,1. One of the purposes of thlB paper is to extend the theory of finite-

dimensional aupermanifalds of Berszin-Laites-kostant' ' so as to include infi-

nite-dimensional supermanifolds "locally isomorphi <j", in a sense, to arbitrary

Banacb (or, more generally, locally convex) auperapaoes.

The other purpose is to construct -graded" aupermanifolds, related in

ths same manner to ^ -graded superalgebras as ordinary aupermanlfolde ars

related to ordinary ti«°> ^^p-graded) auporalgebraa. In particular, we want

to have ths correspondence ("supai'" Lie functor) s

supergroups g-graded Lie superalgebras

0.2. An evident obstacle we are faced with trying to define infinite-dimen-

sional eupermanifold is that the language of topological gpaoea with sheaves of

superalgebras of supsrfields on them is inadequate for infinite dimensions.

Hance, Lo u t i u i tie -theory of Bsre2in-I-oitea-Kostait we are, simultaneously,

to reformulate i t .

This aim is achieved here by considering, Bay, Banach supermanifolda (the

category of which is denoted further as SUan -) as functsra from tiia..ea.tego.ry

Gr of finite-dimensional real Qraasman superalgebras into the category Man

of smooth Banach manifolds, equipped with some additional etruoture, whereas

superamooth morphisma of Banacli supermanifolds are defined as funotor morphisras

preserving this structure.

The corresponding structure admits a simple characterization in terms of

Or
linear algebra and topology in the funotor category Hag— • JTamaly, Banaoh

aupermanifolds could be defined locally (aa Banach superregiona) as open aubfun-

ctors of some "linear aupermanifolds" constructed out of Banach auperapaoea

(Sact. 2 and i), whereas superemooth morphiama of Banach superregions ma juat
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thoae functor morphisms, whose "weak derivative" norphism is a family of linear

morphisme (in the sense of Sect.1.3)- Lllobally-superinarufcids could toe dafinad

as functors of the category Man-— , equipped with sc^e supersooootii a t las of Br-

oach superregiors.

The arising neglecting functor SMan > 1'nn— could be interpreted aa

m "georaetriiati^n" of the Yoneda point functor fcr euperraanifolds composed with

the functor of "restriction to finite-dimensional superpoints" ^see Sect. 8.1).

0.3. The category Man of Banaah manifolds imbeds in the category SMan

of Banaofl supermanifolds through a generalization of Berezin's "Cragsman analytic:

continuation"' ' (see Seat, 4.2); the natural isomorphism of the subcatogory of

locally finite-dimensional supermanifolds with the category of supermanifolds Df

Beresin-Leites-Kostant i s established in Sect.4.7.

0.4- Sections 5 to 7 of the present paper are devoted to a development of

the theory of Banaoh supermanifolda along such standard l ines as vector bundles

(Soot.5), inverse function theorem and related topics (Sect.6), and Lie super-

groups (Sect.7). From the author's point of view, the main result here, shedding

some additional l ight on the nature and tnetaphisios of superiHanifolds, i s T&.4.4..I

and i t s Cor-oll.4.4.2 stating that Banach auperalgebras (of any given type) "are"

algebras (of the same type) in tha category SMan and vies verse.

Among the variety of possible examples of Banaoh supermanifolds and Banach

He supergroups there were chosen such as flag supermanifolds (Sect.4.6) arid

unitary supergroups of Hilbert suporspaeas (Sect.7.1).

0.5- In Sect.8 i s constructed, for any Banach supermanifold "-*•- i t s super-

group of superdiffeomorphisms Sj5iff(t^£ ) (which is not, generally speaking, a

Lie supergroup); besides, for any vector bundle <S in the category SMan there

i s defined the functor I {(p) of i t s "supersections" which, the author supposes,

will play an important role in the theory of infinite-dimensional representations

of Lie supergroups due to the fact that actions of Lie supergroups on the vector

bundle G> induce linear actions on the functor I ( e ) .

0.6. In Sect.9 the definition of the category SMan i s iterated to produce

the category Snilan of "(super)kmanifolda", which could be defined as functors

of the funotor category S IJajj (equipped with some additional structure) or,

- 3 -

en>jivalently, as functars of the functor category Man-— . The main result here

is Th.9.2.1 stating that the category of ^g-gradad Banach superalgebras of any

type is equivalent to the category of "ordinary" algebras of the same type in the

category 3 Man. Besides, a big part of elementary differential geometry (inver-

se function theorem, Lie theory, etc.) generalizes l i terally to the case of the

category S ttan .

0.7. To conclude with, note that one can extend as well the theory of local-

ly convejc and tama Frechet smooth manifolds' " ' defining locally convex (reap,

tame Freshet) supermanifold3. The counterpart of Uaeh-lloser inverse funotion

theorem is valid for tame Frehet superinanifolds as well. This generalization will

be considered in a separate publication.

dotations and conventions. Throughout the paper J3e_t, Top, Man, VBun denote

the category of sets, topological spaces, smooth Banaoh manifolds and smooth real

Banach vector bundles, respectivelyj _Cr will denote the full subcategory of the

category of raal Grassman finite-dimensional superslgebras, containing eiactly

one Grassman superalgebra f \ i with i odd generators (in particular, / \ j - -ft).

' The category of 2)-valued functors defined on the category £S is denoted

'*' ii the class of objects of the category is denoted here as \o£>\ j

wberea.3 the set of morphisms of an object X £ \jb\ into an object T^/Sf will

be denoted, as a rule, as <25(X,T).

If a category S) ia a category with a terminal object, the latter will Ije

denoted as p and al l morpnisms of the type p •—>X will be called points of X.

All vector spaces and superspacas are over the field K » K o r K » • •

For i £ Z denote T the element i (mod2)eZ £ i (-1) - 1 and ( - l ) - -1

The variables A t A , e tc . will run the^e t of objects of the category Or

(•the eole exception being Sect. 9 , whare . i t is permitted for A to run over

"generalized" Grasszian superalgebraa).
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1.Linear- Algebra to Categories

This section deals with such things as algebras, superalgebras,

polylinear morphiema, etc., in categories with finite products.

Throughout the section c/~> will he some fixed category with fii~

nite products.

The most compact way to define an algebraic structure of some

type T on an object X belonging to «2S xa to use the Yoneda imbed-

ding £> — - - ^ >^A^ (see, e.g., R e f / 6 / ) . In what follows, <£5

will he identified with its image in the functor category Set"^ .

The f-" I that £!„. consmutes with products per'nita one to define a struc-

ture • .. typo T" on an object I pointwisa, reducing it to the case

<2>= Z?± (see §11 of Rei. / 6 /).

"i , 1 .Rings in categories. For example, an object R of oO together

with itorphisms R X R—'-*-Si, R x ^ R — ^ R and p — * R , where p is tii;: ter-

minal object in <>'5, is said to be the Cc255!lta^^)_jcang_Mlth__ualtj

in the category o^ if for every object T of the category c3 the tripl*

(R(Y), •„, I--) is a (commutative) ring and ey(p) ia "the unity of thia

rd.ng. Hec&ll that we have identified the object H with the functor

H^(R). =5 Hp , whereas morphisins e, + and • with the corresponding func-

tor morphisms e = {^flrelSI >+ ~^/ye/J!/aBd '~^fhe\3>\ > respectively.

To the end of section 1 R will be some fixed commutative ring

with unity in the category JZ> .

1 .2.R-Modules. An object T of 5) together with a niorphiam

R * V — * V is called an R-Eodul£ if for every Je-jJdj the pair {V(Y} ,fx)

is an R(Y)-module (all modules over commutative rings with unity in

the category Set are supposed to be unitary) . Given two R-modules

V and V a functor morphism f : V — > V is mornh^sn^of_jtrjjipdule_3 if for-

every Te|2>/tha map fy:V(T) —>V (Y) is morphiam of H(Y)-modules.

The category Mod-^Z*} of R-modulea of the category 3> is an

additive category; it has, in particular, direct sums and zero object.

The category Mod^Top) coincides, evidently, with the category

of topological vector spaces over the field KT whereas the category

MocL.(Man) ie the category of Banach spaces over £.

1.3-Polylinear northiBms. l e t Yfl, . . . , Vn, V toe H-modules and

Z be some object of 3) . A morphism f:Zx'V1 X . . . XTQ—^7 will be

called a Z—fgSiiUJP R-n.-li_near morphismg. if fo-i every T€/3/the map.

f«: K(I )XV.( I ) / XVQ(Y) >V(Y) ie Z(Y)-family of S(T)-n-linear

maps, i.e. if for-every zgz(l) the partial map f_(z,-, ...,•) sending

V ^ Y ) * ... XVn(T)intoV(T) is R(X)-n-linear. The set L^(Z;V1 ,... ,Tn;V)

of Z-faniilies of R-n-linear nsorphiBms of V, X... XV into V is cano-

nically equipped with the structure of Abelian group ((f+f'J-j^fy+fy)•
a

I n p a r t i c u l a r ,*Tmorphism f: V. X . . . X V —>V i a c a l l e d R-n- j
if it is a p-family of R-a-linear morphisms for.the terminal abj«ct p.

The corresponding Abelian gxoup of R-n—linear morph-isms will "be de-

noted as L^(V1r...,VniV) or, Gimply, as LR(V1r....V^jV).

Note that the correspondence ft—*/"(in)ff), where f belongs to

IJJVJ ,...,V ,V) and f>: E X T — ^ V is the R-module structure of T,

defines the natural isomorphism

LR{V1,...,Vn;7)-s->.LB(R,T1 V&;V) (1-3.1)

of Abeliian groups.

1.A.R-Algebras• 1.4.1. An S-module A together with (in R-blli-

near morphism A X A — * A is called an R-algebra; H-algebra A is said

to be (anti)commutative, reap, associative, resp. J^ie, reap. Jordan

algebra, if for every Ye/2/ the R(Y)-algebra (A(T),/y) is (anti)-

commutative, resp. aasociative, etc..

If A is associative (reBp. Lie) R-algebra, then a pair

(V, k*V—>V) ia called left A-jnodule if V is an R-module and J3 is

an R-bilinear morphisia such that for every 1£\3>\ the pair (V"(Y) ,fi^)

is the left A(Y)-module. Morphisms of R-algebraa and of left modules

are defined in an obvious way.

1.4.2. We leave it to the reader to define the general notion

of R-alge_bra^of7ty£e_"T as a sequence V1 , . • , ,Vn of R-modules ("ground

objects") eouipped with a sequence f1, ,.., f^, ... of R-polylinear

morphisms defined on them ("ground operations"), satisfying some set



of "laws" of the type g = 0, where g is an -. R-polylinear morphism

constructed in a finite number of steps from the ground operations

by means of compositions like hofl^X .. - X h J with R-polylinear h,

h1'""*'hm'- a d d i t i o n of R-polylinear morphisms, aa well as compositions

of R-polylinear morphisms with canonical isomorphisms of the type

VXy'^VATV and ( V x T ' l x V ' a V x t V ' / v ) arising from the com-

mutativlty and associativity of products; the number n of ground

objects, the "spectrun" of ground operations as well as "laws" - all

depending on the type ~f~. Morphisms of algebras of type T can be

defined as families of R-linear morphisms sending every ground object

Of one algebra into the corresponding ground object of another and

commuting with every ground operation.

The category of R-algebras of the type T" in the category Z>

wtll be denoted as TR(25).

1.4.3.B*ample. Let the type 7" be "left modules over Lie algeb—

raa". Then there are two ground objects A and V, two ground ope-
A p

rations AXA-H»A and A X V — * V , and three "laws"; threelinear
Jacobi identity and bilinear anticommutativity law for ft ,as well

4.

as threelinear identity stating that V is left A-module. The Jacobi

identity, for example, can be written, up to canonical isomorphisms

of associativity of products, as £Jtl>/4A
J</t]°e'-0, where the sum runs

over "even" permutation isomorphisms AxA^A-^*AxAifA , arising

from the conmutativity of products.

|1.4.4.Remark. .Another, more invariant and consistent (but more invol-

ved at the. same time), way to define R-algebra3 of type T* is, fol-

lowing BOme idea3 of Lowvere' ' (see also §18 of Ref.' ' ) , to define

"type" T as an additive strict monoidal category with some additio-

nal structures, whereas R-algebras of type T~ in the category o3 to

define aa functors (preserving all of the structures involved)

from the category T into the "category of R-polylinear morphisms"

of the category 2> • We asume here more naive point of view on "uni-

versal polylinear algebra" in categories, hoping to present construc-

tions a la Lowvere in a more complete version of this work.

For the reader unsatisfied of "do-it- yoaarself" prescriptions in the

"definition" of R-algebras of the type / the author should note that

for all practical purposes of the present work the variable ' of type

could be assumed to run over the following finite set: "modules",

"algebras", "commutative (resp. associative, reap. Lie] algebras" and

"modules over associative (or Lie) algebras".

1.5.Internal functors of polylinear morphisma. Let n be a

natural number. The functor JXfjjJ: (Moda(2*)* >
n>r HodR(2>) — > ModR(2>)

such that there exists the functor isomorphism

LR(W,^(V1,...,Vn;V))^-»Lf
+1(¥,T1 Vn;V) , (1.5.0

will be called internal L^-functor. Of course, the functors)C^ not

necessarily exist (excepting the trivial case n = 0, when ̂ f^ » Id J.

Let for a given n the functor<ifg exists. Setting In the

Eq.( 1.5.1) W =i!g(Tir. ..,Vn;V) define the E-(n+O-linear evali*-

e V ^ R ( V - " ' V V ) *V1 •-•xVn >V (1-5.2)
as follows: ev := ^ ( I d y n , ! , ir .vi )• T h e Toneda lemma (see,

n f a. • ' R W f ( • • • " » > V J

e.g., Ref./6/f) implies that for every f eLR{W,i<fg[V1 , . . . ,Tn;V)) the

identity

/ V f ) = evn.(f xIdvx-...XIdY(i) (1.5.5)

holds.

The r.h.s. of (1.5.3) ia defined when f Is an arbitrary mor-

phism with codomain ̂ ?fg(V1 ,.,. ,Vn;V) generating thus (due to the

R-polylinearity of ev^ ) the morphiams

and

(1.5.4)

(1.5.5).^gtV, ..-• ,Vn;T)) ̂
which, evidently, are natural on all of the arguments.

The functor j^S will be called aj£e_brâ :calJ:ŷ coherent if the

functor morphisms mf*n
 a r e lsomorphiams for all m; it will be

called coherent if, in addition,

gory 5? will be said to

is an isomorphism. The cate-

ofg-functors



if for every n£ fi there exists the functor

ically) coherent.

which is (algebra-

If SZ> has algebraically coherent <̂ f R-f unctors, one can easily
R-

construct the functor isomorphisms
p

v -V) d 5 £)

"internalizing" the isomorphisms (1.5.4).

Moreover, one can define in this case the R-bilinear internaj

comjogition morphism

comp: £?R{V'rT')* YR(V,V')~ >£?R(V,V") (1-5.7)

as the inverse image by 2P\ o1~ i ' l l e raorPilism

^ s ( V ' , T » ) X / H ! V J ' ) x 7 ^ ^ ( V r V » ) X V ' - ^ > T « . (1.5-8)

Taking in (1.5.7) V = V = V" one can verify that the multi-

}2»£C(Vplication ccmp: £f&(V,V}

associative algebra with unity

R

turns ^ R ( V , V ) into an

(1.5.9)

defined as the image of Id« by the isomorphism

(R,«^H(V,V>) . (1.5.10)

The reader could verify that the existence of algebraically

-functor implies the existence of algebraically coherentcoherent

£? ̂ -functors for every

Let now <0 have coherent <ifR-functors. Taking Z = p (the

terminal object in 3 ) in (1.5.4-) we obtain the canonical isomor-

phism which permits us to identify the Abelian group of points of

^(V i r . . . , V n ; T ) with the Abelian group L£( Vr,... ,Vn;V) .

Let us reinterpret the.functor morphism J> defined by (1.5-4)

in terms of R-modules in the functor category S> := Set°^. Equip

the set LR(Z;V1,....V^fV) of all Z-familiee of E-polylinear mar-

phisms of xPVn into V with the structure of E(Z)-module,

defining the multiplication of a morphism f: ZXVj* < v . >v

belonging to Lg(Z;V. , . . . ,¥ ;Y) on some morphism r.: 2 — > H in R(Z)

by means of Yaneda imbedding ££) <^-+ §Q as follows:

vn) =• rr(z)fT{z,v1l...vn), a€Z(Y), vi«V1(Y)

_0. U.S. 11)

r, ..,Vn;7) in the functor categoryThen the functor ^

defined by the equation

^ ( V , Vn;V)(Z) := I^(Z;V1 Vn; (1.5.12)

turns actually into an R-module in the functor category oO . If

there exists in oO thie functor Jt^gj ̂ h e morphisma ^ defined by

(1.5-4) turn out to be R(2)-linear^producing together (when Z runs

In 2) ) some morphism

of H-modules in

Vn;V)

The existence of coherent ^^-functors in^-

(1.5.13)

implies, hence,

,...,Vn;V) are representable. The inverse isthat R-modules <̂ f

not true as shaws Example 3 below.'

Examples. 1) In the category Man, of smooth Banach manifolds

there exist coherent ^-functors:- , . .. ,Tn; V) is ,.. ,Ta;V)

equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on bounded sets

2) In the category of Banach manifolds of class C*(i.e. continu-

ous) there exist algebraically coherent ^g-functors, defined as in

example 1 above, which are not coherent.

3) For every functor category ^i= Set and every E-modulea

V1,...,VnrV in t; the R-module ^f ̂ {V1t...,Vn;V> in 1£ := SET ,

defined by (1.5.12), is representable by the functor in 'f? obtained

by restriction of the argument Z in (1.5.12) to the subcategory !£"

of tf? . Nevertheless, the category Set—— gives an example of a

topoe with no internal L^-funetora, excepting the trivial ££g • if

one takes, say, R to be the constant ring R( A ) = IE (the catejctj Gi11*is

1.6.Tensor product. The category £& will be said to have teneojr

products over R if for every R-modulee V1,....V^, there exists an

R-module V,® . ..«>DV and a natural isomorphism
I K rs n

Ttn ( V ® ^ V " V ) — ^ T 2 ~ / tr V * W ^ / J| £̂  * v

In close analogy with construction of functor isomorphisms f of

the preceeding section, we can define the functor moxphisms

-10-



IR(V1^...»sVn,Vn+l,...,Vn+m;W)_-^LH(V1 V ^ W ) . (1.6.2)

The category JZ) will be said to have coherent tensor products over

the_ring R it all of the morphism3 (1,6,2) are isomorphisms.

If <2? has coherent tensor products over R then canonical iso-

morphisms (1.3.1) generate natural (on V) isomorphisms

Rg>V ~" V ~ V®R (1.6.3)
K ft

and the tensor product can (and will) be chosen in such a way that

^ v =/'y = Idy for every R-module V .

Examples. 1) The category Man has coherent tensor products

over the field K (completion of the algebraic tensor product w.r.t.
la I

the protective topology' ' ) •

2) For every category ^ the corresponding category £f of

Set-valued functors has coherent tensor products which can be defined

pointwise: .

(V®7')(2) = V(X) <2> V'(X) . (1.6.4)
* the «w x\

Note that/Xoneda imbedding if <=—*• ̂  does not commute, in general,

with tensor products (counterexample: ^? = Man and R = Jfi ) •

1.7.R-Supermodules. An R-moduleVin the category £) together

with a fixed direct sum decomposition

V = ffV + TV ( I := i(mod2)6X, ) (1.7.1)

will ~be called an R-sujaermgdule. The submodule gV (resp. -jV) is

even (reap, odd) submodule of V . Korphisms of R-aupermodules. are

defined aa morphisms of underying R-modules coninmting with the cor-

responding direct sum decompositions.

The category of R-supermodules in oO will be denoted SModgO).

Let V. , , ,. ,V be R-supermodisles. The fact that the functor

Lo(Z;...;.) commutes with (finite) direct sums permits one canonically

equip lc(Z;V., ,.... ,Vn;V) with the structure of R(Z)-eupermodule as

follows:

<rLgCZfT1f...,Vn;T) :=©LJ[(Z;e,V1,....jVIl;eV) (#.+ (f = r ) (1.7.2)

In particular, V(Z) = L^fZ;!?) is an R-supermodule if V is.

Algebraically coherent pC^-functors and/or coherent tensor pro-

ducts, if they exist , conuaute with direct sums which permits one

to define the structure of R-supermodules on o?f D(V.,...,V ;V) and

V.|(&L.. ,®flVn by means of direct sum decompositions similar to (1.7.2).

Noting that the set of morphisms of an R-eupermodule V into

an R-aupermodule V is naturally isomorphic to gL{V,V) and that

the natural iBomqrphisms (1.5-1) and (1.6.1) are actually marphisms

of R(p)-6upermodules, one can see that the R-eupermoidule T 1^...^V ] l

(resp. ̂ CjjCV^,...,Vn;V) ) represents (reap, corepresents) the corres-

ponding functor of even polylinear morphisms. In particular, the cana-
evaluation

nicafVand internal composition morphlsmstf defined by eqs.(1.5.2) and

(1.5-7),respectively, are even polylinear morphisms of R-eupermodules.

\ .8.Change of parity functor. Define the functor

f]' 3ModR(2t) » 3ModR(g>) (1.8.1)

(called the chjtnjjeof_pari_ty__functor) as follows:

f ( n v ) = T + fV ; /7(f) = f . (1.8.2)

The fact that every (even) R-polylinear morphism f: V, X ,.. X V — > V

"Is" at the same time an (even) R-polylinear morphisio f tV-*...* HV —*P V

permits one to construct the natural isomorphism

^RCV'--'VV> "*^R(71 n\;Pv) (1.8.3)

using the isomorphisms (1.5.1).

1,9.R-5uperalgebras. Let V1,...,V be R-supermodules, and ^

be the permutation group of the set {i,,...,n7 . On the union

U I^(Vff.1r...,VFn;V) the "graded" right action of the permutationV F n;

group can be defined in such, a way that for the generator &. : =

this action is determined by the equations

ftt-1 ) " fytv, , . . . , fV j + j ,^ r... ,Vn) ( 1 .9.1 )

i s ident:i-:fied with the corresponding natural

transformation of functors through. Toneda imbedding,, v. are arbitrary
t h e *•

elements of/R(T)-supermodule VJ(T),whereas -v. (resp. TVJ) denotes

the even (resp. odd) part of the element vi (i.e.
 vi=jvi_+TTi>

= (j.j+1) belonging to

<f .*, )¥( V, , . . . tV n)

Here again f = { f

-11- -12-



An R—n—linear morphism f belonging to an R(p)—supermodul©

;V ) := I<p(V V ; V ) will be called supersymmetric if it is

invariant w.r.tO the action of & Q defined above. Denote Sym^( V;V'J]

the set of all supersymmetric morphisms of V n into V ; it is in

fact an R(p)-subsupermodule of L^(V;V) .

Replacing now in the definition of R-algebras of type T~ ground

objects by R-Bupermodules, ground operations by even polyliaear mor—

phisms, and replacing in every "law" s=0 every composition f»ff of

an R-polylinear morphism f with canonical isomorphism C of comnmta-J

tivity of products by its nZ2-graded" counterpart titf , defined by

eq.(1.9.1), we will arrive to the definition of R-superalgebras of

the type T in the category £2) \ the corresponding category will be

denoted as Sf'^(2>) •

1.10.2 -graded R-superalgebras. To define Z2-graded R-eupermo-

dulee we 6:ive simply to replace the direct sum decomposition (1.7-1)

. Given 2^-graded R-supermodules V.,..

,..-,V n;V), (£g(V1,...,VJl;V) and Vfy.8^^

could be canonically turned into^^-S^^ed supermodules Just as it

was made in subsect.1.7 for the case k=1. In. order to define ~Z^-graAe&

superalgebras of some type *T* we need as well to introduce the

j^-graded action of permutation groups on R-polylinear morphisms.

This is done by setting in the counterpart of eq.(1.9.i) for the case

of arbitrary k>the indices £ and £' to belong to £]•>, and defining the

factor (-1)££ for f=(f,,..-,£k) and £=(£' £') as {-\f=[l{~\)'\

1.11.Linear algebra in functor categories. Let JZ> = 4f be the

functor category. R-(super)algebras of a given type T in fe could be

reduced to R—(super)algebras of the same type 7"in the category ff just

in the same way as algebras in arbitrary categories are reduced to

algebras in Set by means of Yoneda imbedding. For example, an algebra

A of a type T i n !£C defines for every Y6/tf7the R(Y)-algebra of the type

T in ie.

by the decomposition. V = (Bt

...,Vn,V, the modules LJ^

g.Superrepresentable Modules in functor Categories.

In this section some classes of "vector spaces" in the funotor

categories Set2^ , T o p ^ and Han2£ are introduced, playing the

crucial part in the theory of supermanifolds. All the defini-

tions and results are given here-, for the case of

the category S e t — ,but could be literally applied " to the cate-

gories T o p ^ and K a n — aa well.

Define in the functor category S e t — the functor ft aa follows:

R{A) := y M ^ W A • &(?)&)=?{*) , (2-1)
where <f : / — » / ' is a morphiem of Graasman superalgebras and * €gA .

The ring structures on each jA generate the structure of a. com-

mutative ring with unity on K .

Let now V be some real vector superspace (= ̂ -supermodule in

Set). Define the functor 7 as follows:

(2.2)

f o r ID. ft—>/[' . The canonical yA-module structures on each V(/l)

turn the functor V into an K-module.

At last, let f: V.J* •••* T
n *" v b e a n e v e n /2-n-linear map

x x"v -*vof vector superspaces. Define the functor morphlBtn f:V,X ..

such that every component f̂  : Y^{A)X ... XVn(A)—*V(/\) of

the g-/\ -n-linear map uniquelly determined by the equations

f is

(2.5)

for every ^ 8 v.̂ 6 Y ^ A ) •

The functor morphiem f is R-n-linear.

If V is a complex vector superspace then V turns out to be

a ffi-module, where the ring fl!(A)=j/l»ffi =y(A![) ± B the complexifi-

cation of the ring y A ; if f is I-n-linear then f is I-n-linear.

The main-properties of the correspondence Vi—>Y and ff—»f

are summarized in the following, proposition.

-13-
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,V be vector superspaces over

, . .. ,?n;V) is an isomor-

Proposition 2.1. Let V^,..

the field K. Then

a) The map ^ ( V , ,... ,Vn;V)

phism of K-modules (taking into account that the set K(p) of points

of K coincides with K ) ;

b) If. g^ ,... jg^ arc K-polylinear maps such that for every i the

codpmaln of g± is T^ then for every f €-l^(Y^ ,... ,Vn;V) the idea-

) = ?'(Ki* ••• xg n) holds;

,...tVn;V) and ebelongs to the permutation group

lity

c) If f

(£>n then the identity f.«T = f'S holds, where f.S is the "graded"

action of O" on f and f-ff' is the "ordinary" 'composition (in Set—)

of f vith permutation isomorphism S~ .

Corollary 2.2. The correspondence V*—*•¥ and f'—»f d_efiner,

full and faithful functor SMod^(3et) -^»Kod^(3et—) respecting

finite direct sums; more generally, it generates, for every type T of

polylinear algebraic structure, the full and faithful functor

An E-module {or, more generally, K-algebra of some type T ) 7^*in

Cfr
—-
Cfr

the functor category Set—- will be called superrepresentable if it is

isosnorphic to T for some K-supermodule (resp. K-superalgebra of the

type T ) V in Set,

In S e t — there exist, cf course, K-modules which are not super

representable. For example, if ¥ is some vector superspace over Z,

defined asthen the X-module V113-1 := y(A
n i ; l» V) , where

/\n is the ideal of nilpotents of the Grassman algebra A ,is not

superrepresentable. Note that for every / the identity

(2.4)

holds.

n—OT in Man—- i s super-. 'In conclusion, ve note that a K—module in To'
when _

representable exactly"f "it is superrepresentable considered as a K-mod-

ule in S e t — .

3. Banach superresione

p—3,1.Topology on the functor category Top^. Let 7 and t

be some functors in T o p ^ . The functor /r is called a w

of the functor l~f- if for every f\& |&£ / the topological apace

ia the topological subspace of the topological space /7l^J and, besi-

des, if the family / '(h)c7ftUieiQ 1 forms a functor morphism (denoted

further as ^f'^^f ); the subfunctor rjFlof the functor ^ is

called open if every ^ W i s open in ^TfA/ .

Given two open subfunctors <Jr and ^ of the functor ^ * on&

can define the open subfwnctor rf'f\rf" of f pointwise as follows;

f ̂ ffl^'i/fi) :=
 r$"(A}(\fT"(h)> Similarly, given a family {*% } of open

subfunctors of ̂ f one can define the open subfunctor (/'¥+ of 'r by

the equalitiesff/ ̂ )(A) ~ l/tL(A) • Besides, the initial functor ft Is

an open subfunctor of every functor <+ in T o p — .

The topologies just defined; on functors in Top-S incorporate

themselves to produce some Grothendieck pretopology (see, e.g., Ref£ j

on the functor category Top-^ .

Namely, call a functor morphism op_en if It can be represented as

rf"-5-f'~f'c<~p' t where
 rf"-^->rt is an isomorphism and T^'is an open

subfunctor of ̂  . A family {lij-^'f} of functor morphisms will

be called an open covering of the functor ^f" if each u^ I B an open

morphism and, besides, if for every A 6 Gr the family {U^h (Uj.{A)}f

is an open covering (in the usual senBe) of the topological apace f(A).

It is elementary to verify that the class of open coverings defined

Gr
here really is a (Grothendieck) pretopology on the category T o £ — .

Note that the obvious neglecting functor M a n — —•> Top—• induces

some pretopology on the category M a n — : a family {U<—
±>rirl of

morphisms in M a n — is an open covering of the functor iFitf it is

an open covering of ̂ considered as the family of morphiems in Top—.

Throughout the rest of the paper the categories Top— and M a n —

are supposed to be equipped with the pretopologies defined above.

-15- -16-



To give an example of open subfunctors consider an arbitrary

functor '7' in Top^ . Let U be an open subset in ̂ f- ~ 'J'tK) (the

base cri. the functor rj-' ) and for every /] let £A : A —>P~- be the

only jr.urphiam of Graasman superalgebras. The family ; T'^t) (t't7l'/y' „

defines an open subfunctor of the functor -j- which will be denoted

/y It turns out that, i.f the functjr T" is locally isomorphic

to locally oonvRX Buperreprescntable modules then all its open sub-

functors are of thif. type.

In. more details, .a K-module j/' in Top^— will be called

ioca.l."Liv_̂ convex {reap. Banach, resp. Fre_ohet,ete.) K-module if for

every A the topolofjical vector spacers locally convex (roijp. Banncbj

repp, Frechet ,s u. .) . An open subfunctor of a superrepresfintatble

locally convex (resp. Banach, etc.) K-module will be called locally

convex^ (renp. Banach, etc.) sujerjreglpn, TeJki o r complex depending

on whether K= lR_ or K=!C . The functor ''p' will be said to be lo-

£Si2-Z ̂ î OĤ EPjiiS-Ĵ . locally convex superreglons if there exists an

open covering { 2/^—S^'Jyof 'f such that each !/ is 9 locally convex

super-region.

Propositi on 3,1.1. If a functor ef in lop—^ is locally iao-

morphic to locally convex superre^ions. then every open subfunctor

'T'of the functor <~Hf gr|,incidf;.q with t.Vip fimrinr ~fl^-i > where <f=

^to of t.hB C^'

3.2. Supersmooth morphlams of Banach auperregioas. In what

follows, "V" , y^' t^W, etc. will denote (Banach) superrepreaentable

modules.

Given two real B(anach) superregions //„ and Vj-nx "the functor

morphiam f.\'V\^r~—>y^, will be called suger^ooth if for every A

the map f p^fyfA) i-'^j^,{A) ia smooth and, besides, for every

u f l ^ u M ) the derivative map Df^ (u) : y (/I) — > Y ' ( A ) is _/\-linear.

The latter condition is equivalent, in turn, to the following

duet the "weak auperderivative" morphism 2) f: Y\^KY'—>1/^'i defi-

ned by equalities C2)*f) (u,v) = Df^ (u) -v for utfl^A) and

-17-

is a ~Y~l-ft-tamily of IR-linear morphlsras.

It is evident that a composition of supersmooth mcrrphiBiDB is

again supersmooth, hence B.superregions and supersmooth moxphisms

between them define a category, which will be called the category of

TsJnboth Banach auperregions and denoted SReg .

G-iven a B.superre/;;ion %l = f/yi every open subfunctor It of (£

(equal according to Prop.3-1.1 to some auperregion vf-^, with U'

being open in TJ) will be called an open aubsuperregion of 11 . Th.e

inclueion morphism It c: It is, obviously, supersmooth. Hence, one

can define the pretopology on the category SRe£, induced by that on

the category Man— along the obvious neglecting functor

SRefi-^Wan^E . . (3.2.1)

The category SReg; will be asumed further to be equipped with this

induced pretopology.

aeroark. It is quite evident how one can define the category of

real superanalytic superregions. As to the complex analytic case,

there arise two evident possibilities, namely, using complex Banach

superregions in the functor category Top-^ , or uaing instead from

the very beginning the category Gr^ of complex finite-dimensional

G-rassman superalgebras and copying preceeding constructions for the

functor category T o p ^ on the place of Top-^ . Nevertheless, it

follows from Prop.2.1 for K=iC , that the two arising categories of

complex superanalytic auperregions are equivalent.

We will restrict ourselves in this paper only with the super-

smooth case, but most of the results of this work (if n ot all) are

valid, with obvious changes, for the K-superanalytic caee as well.

3.3.The structure of supersmooth. morphisme. Here is given some

characterization of euperemooth morphiams which, being rather tech-

nical one, turns out to be, nevertheless, a very useful tool in vari-

ous proof3 and constructions.

-18-



Let f: V|y—>Y"j be a natural transformation of B.superre-

gions. The family ( f J ±(_^ will be called skeleton of f if the

following conditions are satisfied:

i) ffl = f|R:U—»U' and t^: U-» ?;£{-JVJV ) for i>1 are smooth

maps such that for every ufU the IR-i-linear map f. (u) ia super-

symmetric in the sense of Sect.1.9; here ~;V is consedered as purely

odd Banach superspace;

ii) for every Grassman superalgebra A and every u£U ,

the identity5V
nil(/1) ,h

=£ kkl An (3.3.1)

holds. In the latter expression u+ J\ + /)^ is considered as an ele-

ment of the B.region Y^fA) in accord with the canonical decomposi-

tions (2.4) and.

vnil(/W = 5?
nil(/l) © Tv

n i l(A) , (3.3.2)

Dkfm(n) is identified with an element of _L
k+m(?V

k,-rVln;V') via

the canonical isomorphism of the type (1.5.4), and the R-polylinear

morphism D fm(u) in Top^ is defined by eq.(2.3), which shews that

the sum in (3.3.0 is actually finite (for the Grassman algebra A •

with i odd generators only terms with 2k+m^.i could be non-zero).

Proposition 3.3.1. a)A skeleton of f .if it exists, is uni-

Quellv determined, b) Every family {f^^€J. of smooth maps such that

f0 : U-*-U' ana f^ U ^^(^VjV1) for i ̂  1 ia the sceleton of aome

functor morphism f.

Sow, Prop.2,1 permits one to prove the following important

result.

Theorem 3.3.2. The following conditions on the functor morphism

fi •V/U^-»V jy, of Banach su-perrê ions in Top^ are equivalent:

i) f is BUpersmooth;

ii) Each component f of f is smooth and the derivative

Df.(x):V(A)->V'(A) ifl. *A -linear for every x of the form x=V(CA)(u),

-19-

where C
71 •'

ia the initial morphism of Grasstaan superalgebras

and

iii) f has a skeleton .

For a number of applications it is necessary to know the exp-

ression of the skeleton {(g"f)i_j of the composition (g»f) of

supersmooth morphisms g and f in terme of skeletons of g and f ..

A bit of combinatorics produces the following result.

Proposition 3.3-3. Let t: vly ~*7'l „, and g: ?•( 0,-^7»|ntt

bo Buperamooth mojphisma of B.,auperregiona with the skeletons {t^}

and {g-} .. respectivel?. The skeleton /(g«f)^/ of the composi-

tion g«f is determined then by the expression

for every u € U , where the sum runs over 1,• m, even of. and odd 8;

Buch that ^e^+jji- =n and 3 Is the projection operator of super-

SYmmetrlisation of /fc-n-linear maps defined aa

S.h =-n-,H h.'
3' . (3.3.4)

the action h.s" being defined by eq.(1.9.1).

In what follows, the supersmooth morphiem f of B.auperregions

will be' identified either with the family {^}^QT
 o f i t s components

or with its skeleton {^±}±<u • depending on the circumstances.

Remarks. 1) The skeleton {fi} of a aupersmooth morphism

f = /f/i}. codes in itself the natur&lity properties of the family

[ff} r permitting one to give a direct (i.e. doing without functors)

description of B.superregions and supermanifolda asM-graded mani-

folds (=ob;jects of the category Han ) equipped with some structure.

From this point of view Theorem .3-3.2 gives an explicate descrip-

tion of the neglecting functor

N': SHep Jl> M a n — JS^>.«an^ . (3.3.5)

where C*(-f) : = {rt(/l^f ifyft, and CT*(f) := {t^.\Le^ •

One can prolong the "path of conceptual simplification" (3.3.5)

-20-
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adding to Its end one functor more, namely, the functor Marl- * Man

sending l^i}±efJ I^QJ-J- ^ . This permits one to visualize super-

jnanifolds and their unorphiams as ordinary manifolds and smooth maps

between them -writing 7/ = U li{ A ) and f =LJfA. . Note that the
UN x ieN <•

functor U does not commute with products which implies, e.g.,

that Lie supergroups (= groups of the category SKan) are not groups

at all (considered in Set).

2) Theorem (3.3.2) together with Prop.(3.3.3) permits one as

well to give an equivalent "abstract" definition of supermanifolds

doing without both functors and Grassman algebras. Namely, one can

define Banach superregions as pairs (Ut^Y,..V) ,where U is an open

region in a Banach space tfV and ^V is some Banach space; morphisms

here are "abstract skeletons" {^±\\^M a n^ "the composition of mor-

phisms is then to be defined by eq.(3.3.3).

This was just this definition that was used in the author's
/q/

work' ' devoted to an extension to Banach aupermanifolds of results

of M.Batchelor / and.V;Palamadov' ' on the structure of finite-

dimensional supermanifolds.

3.4.The categories SRe/; • Besides the category SReg of super-

smooth Banach superregions one can as well construct a family of ca-

tegories, "approximating" in a sense tae category SReg.

Namely, denote as Gjo}m' the full aubcategory of the category

(Jr , consisting of all ffrassman algebras with not more than m odd

generators. In the functor category Tog-^ one can define the ring

ifLtnl , superrepresentable lR.^m -modules, topology and superregions

in close analogy with the preceeding case, with obvious changes. For

example, the skeleton of supersmooth morphism f is now a family

T.^j}i< m ' satisfying the corresponding conditions. The correspon-

ding category of supersmooth superregions will be denoted SReg ,

whereae objects of it will be called ni-cut__sup_erregions or , simply,

m-sunerre^^ions. We will write sometimes Siieg/ instead of SReg in

order to unify notations.

-21-

Kote that the counterparts of all of the results of the present

section, in particular, Theorem 3.3.2 remain . valid for the

category S R e g ^ vith arbitrary m, though p. a) of Prop.(2.1) fails:

the map f f-Vf is bijective only for n-linear morphisms with

There exist obvious functors Jf^t 9Reg/n'. ^SReg^m' foi

<n<co .induced by inclusion functor Gr/m1=_> Gr (on skeleton's

language Jln{f-]-<< = ^ i ^ K m ^" Obviously, the category SReg' '

ie naturally equivalent to (and will be identified with) the cate-

gory Reg of smooth Banach regions, whereas Theorem 3.3.2 and Prop.

3.3.3 imply that the category SReg* * is naturally equivalent

to the category VBun^ of smooth trivial vector bundles over Banaeh

regions (to an 1 -superregion T ^ ' corresponds the vector bundle

U X T - V — > V ) . The same Theorem ,3.3.2 and Prop. 3.3.3 imply, more-

over, the existence of functors t m: Reg -̂ » SReg/ and

—>SRe£ for m^-1 ( f i—> (f, 0,0,...) ,resp. {fo,t^\

on skeleton's language), £.^ being faithful, whereas C^ being

full and faithful and left ajoint to the functor 7T™ . In particu-

lar, the following result is valid.

Proposition 3-4.1. The category Reg of Bmooth regions in

Banach spaces could be Identified (through the functor C^) .

with full subcate^ory of SReg'm^ and for everv m-auperregion 77y

there exists the canonical m&nomorphiBm Cm(U)—^TI-Q < being the

component of the natural transformation iCl'Jr ̂ Ji.-j."defined by the

a.iunction.

One can observe that the correspondence sending a smooth map

f: U—>U' of B.regions to the smooth map L°(f) •. , defined by

the "Tailor expansion" (3.3.1) with the skeleton (f,O,O,...) , is

just the infinite-dimensional counterpart of Berezin'3 "Grassman
12/

analytic continuation" .

Note in conclusion that ra-supermanifolds with finite m (glued

out of m-superregions) play an important part in construction of
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Invariants of Banach supermanifolds' ' being the counterparts (on

the functor's language) of "m-th infinitesimal neighbourhoods" of

supermanifolds exploited in Palamodov's work'11/.

4.Banach Supermanifolds.

4.1.The definition of the category SMan. We can define now

Banach supermanifolds by means of atlases on functors of the cate-

gory H a n — .

Let 9 be a functor in M a n — . An open covering j r - A C — * ? " /

of the functor ^P" is calledT( superamooth) atlas on ^f" if every V^

is a B.superregion and every pullback

can he chosen in such a way, that 2/_ be a B.superregion and the pull-

back projections be supersmooth. Two atlases Jt and ** on 7^ are

said to he equivalent if ,/tUJt ±$ an atlas as well; it is an equi-

valence relation on the class of atlases on <rf.

A Banach supermanifold is a functor iM. in M a n — together with

an equivalence class of atlases on it; elements of every atlas of

the corresponding equivalence class will be called charts of the

supermanifold ^tt . We will not distinguish in notations between

a supermanifold and i"ts underlying functor.

let t/̂t and -̂ftf be B. supermanif olds. A functor morphism t;ji-*Jl'

will be said to be j3U£ersmooth for every charts 1{_ x and

It' of Jl/. and , respectively, the pullback

(f.i.2)

could be chosen in such a way, that "^•£? & he a B.superregion and

the pullback projections /( and '' be supersmooth.

Composition of two supersmooth morphisms is again supersmooth,

which permits one to define correctly the category SMan of Banach

aup_ermanifolds_. The set of morphisms of a supermanifold <AC into

the supermanifold &• will be denoted 5<f{M,-M').

Let JvC he a B.supermanifold and let J£ be an open subfunctor

of M. . There exists on the functor <&• the only structure of the

supermanifold such that the inclusion / c / is supersmooth morphiBm.

The functor ^M equipped with this structure will he called an jyjen,

subsupermanifold of JlX . Sote that in accord with Prop.3.1.1 every

open subsupermanifold iX'C of the supermanifold <&• is of the form

t*t /y for some open subset U of the base__manifold **£ :-^(K) otJC,

Inclusions of open supermanifolds generate in a standard way (cf.

Sect,3.1) some pretopology on,the category SMan . This pretopology

is induced by the canonical pretopology on the category H a n — along

the neglecting functor

SHan _?Lj>Man— , (4.1.3)

continuing the functor (5.2.1) and denoted by the same letter (the

category SReg is, of course, asumed to be imbedded into 3Man by means!

of attaching to a superregion t£ the trivial atlas Id^ ) . The

category SMan will he asumed to be equipped with the pretopology

just defined.

Remark. In the definition of supermanifolds one can use as well

the neglecting functor 3Reg — - > S e t — instead of the functor (3.2,1).

The definition of atlases on Set-valued functors and supersmooth

morphisms follows closely that given above for Man-valued functors,

with some changes caused "by the fact that the pretopology on SReg

is not induced by that on Set— [where open coverings are defined

as such families/^ ~*T\ that for every A the family {2/, IA)-^—>'fft)l

is an epi family of monos). This changes are the following oneB:

we are to demand that pullhack projections ^_and ftp in the pullback

(4.1.1) as well as projection •><• in the pullback (4.1.2) are open,

considered as morphisms of SReg. We will arrive as a result to the

category SMan1 of supermanifolds as Set-valued functors on Gr with

atlases on them.

-23-
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It turns out that the functor SMaw •SMan'. generated by the

neglecting functor M a n — :>Set— , is not only a natural equiva-

lence if categories but even an isomorphism of them, permitting one

to identify this two categories.

In practice, both categories SHan and SKan' will be used,

depending on circumstances: whereas general definitions look simpler

taken "modulo manifolds", some concrete supermanifolds (e.g., Grass-

manians) arise naturally first as Set-valued functors.

4.2.The categories SMan^m'. One can define the categories

SMaivm' of m-supern)anifold3 starting from the categories SReg and

repeating almost li terally the definitions of the proceeding subsec-

tion. Besides, each category- SMan/m^ will be equipped with the

pretopology induced by that on the category M a n — along the neg-
I T * " 1 ' & («)

lecting functor SMan^"' J—>Man—

If c*O and c2? are categories with pretopologies on them, the

functor Y'.S)—>i2)'la called continuous if it respects open coverings

and pullbacka of open (=belonging to aome open covering) morphisma.

For example, the neglecting functor N* as well as the functors

7T^ t C^ and £* .defined in Sect.3.4 are continuous.

Proposition 4.2.1. a) The category SMan^qf o-supermanifolda

is continuosly naturally equivalent to the category Han of B.mani-

folds: b) the category SHan' ^ of 1-supermanifolds is naturally

equivalent to the category TOun of smooth Banach real vector bund-

les (continuously, if one equips YBun with the pretopology generated

by open inclusions of vector bundles); c) the functors 7[n ,. C " and
•" to. in. '

C m have continuous extensions (denoted here by the same letters)

Jl% sWH-^SMan'7 & Man-^SKan^ ̂ : raun-*SJfan"? (4-2.1)

such that C^ is full and faithful and left a.ioint to 7(f , whereas

L i is faithful functor such that K^*C^m £=?
 IdvBun *

In particular, for every supermanifold tjte there exists the

canonical ntonomorphism L°m

-25-

4. ̂.Products of supermanif olds. Let <J*%- and J&L be aupermani-

folds with atlases { % -^=*^/and {UA^*#'t on Jf and

pectively. The family an atlas on the functor

J(XM' turning it into a supermanifold such that the corresponding

projections are supersmooth. This is, in fact, the product of the

supermanif rids J>l and <M .

Let p he a B.superrogion isomorphic to a B.superregion ¥ for

purely odd (i.e. such that g7=0) B.superspace V ; such P will be

called a superpoint. It follows from Prop.3.1.1 and the definition

of superrepresentable modules (see eq.(2,2)) that every B.euperregion

IX is isomorphie to a product £{tt) * P of "ordinary" manifold Lta(U>

and aome superpoint 9°• The supermanifold is called simple if it is

isomorphic to a product ^(M)-*P for some B.manifold M and some

superpoint %) .

4.4. Linear algebra in the category of aupermanifolds. Let

f: v.X XV *V be an even K-n-linear map of B.auperspaces.

Then, evidently, the K-n-linear functor morphism f: V^X J*'^n"~*T

is supersmooth. Hence, we have due to Coroll.2.2 the full and

faithful functor

sTz(Man) —
=—>T£(3Man) (4.4.1)

for every polylinear type T of algebraic structure.

Theorem4,4.1. The functor

SMod£(Man) •—^—** Modg-(SKan) (4.4.2)

is a natural equivalence of categories.

Corollary 4.4,2. For every polylinear type f of algebraic stru-

cture the functor (4.4.2) establishes a natural equivalence of the

category of K-euperalgebras of the type X is Majl with the category

of It-algebras of the same type 7" AS s w^n .

Corollary 4.4.5. In the category SMan of aupermanifoldB there

exist coherent tensor products over if as "well ae coherent Internal

Lg -functors (8ee Sects. 1.5 and 1.6 for the definition).
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We choose the functorr t'C^ >£ in such n way that for 4 and flap: gupermanifolda. Here is

every

S'-,'

paces V, V ,V the identitii

.,v =7) = 5 * ^ 7 ^ 7 X 1 ^ ir.4 '•

hold.

Mote that, generally speaking, the dinatural (on/i ) aorphism

defined by equations

V^ (%® f) (J(©V) = 7\\ ® f(v) (4-4.5)

for every /< (!) ft e&« (V ; V ' ) W ) a nd J®'C-V(/), is net an Isomorphism.

I'iml-iriy. (V,<J3_VT) (A) I S not isomorphic, in general, to V. (A)€l V(A).

An Important role plays as well the image of the change of par-

ity functor fl alonp; the natural isomorphism (4.4.2). It will be de-

noted fl : Mod^(SMan)—> Mod;? (EiMan) and will be chosen in such a way

that

fiiV)= (T(V) and f l | f J = flffi. ( 4 . 4 . 6 )

At last, cVioose and fix, for every type T" of polylinear algeb-

raic structure some functor

S: Tg(SHan) >sT K(fen) (4.4.7)

quasiinveise to the- functor (4.4.1). It seems that there is no cano-

nical choise for this "superization". functor 3 .

4.5. Linear algebra in S M a n ^ . The counterpart of Til.4.4.1

is valid as well for the category SMan/m\ if 1 ̂  m <<x> , but the

Corollaries 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 fail to be true for this ease. Never-

theless, if a polylinear type ~J~ of algebraic titructure Is such that

all its ground operations and laws are not more than m-linear then

the category of K-superalgebras of the type T in Man is equivalent

to the category of K-algebras of the same type in SMan. For example:

Proposition 4.5.1. Let m ̂ 5 . Then the category of Banach Lie

superalgebraa (resp.. modules over Lie superal^ebraa) over K is natu-

rally equivalent to the category of Lie algebraa (resp. modules over

Lie algebras) over K in the category SMan

-27-
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constructed the supermanifold Fln(V) of flags of any given length

n for any ̂ -module V in trie category Sfen (the cmuplex case could

be treated quite similarly). The definition of Fln(/) considered

as a set-valuftd functor is, essentially, that given by Xu.Manin/12in

the context of the algebraic supergeometry for the finite-dimensio-

nal case. As to the supersmooth structure on Plnf/) . here is

used a superiz.ed and "analytically continued on r>n version of

"coordinate free" atlases for ordinary GrasBinanians (see, e.g.,

Ref.^ 1 5 / ) , what makes things look a bit more transparent.
K

A Banach /-supcrmoduleVwill be called free if it is iBomcrphic

to a /1-super.aodule A(5»RV for some real B. supers pace v. A Banach

/\-subsupermodule Y,< of E will he called direct if there exists

a Banach A -supermodule E" such that E = E' <9 E" ,

Proposition 4.6.1. Let V be a real B•supers£acg_and B M _ a

free direct ^-y^nuoormodule of A &^ - Then_fgiLJLVerY morphism

m. ft >/j' nf •ir-aF.RiriFin at)peralgebras the /|laubsuperaodule of A®#,V>

generated by the real subsuperspace Im( V S> Idv) of A® f tV , le_

free and direct.

This Implies that one can correctly define, for a givenJg-module

Y and any natural number n , the functor Fla(V) in S e t ^ such
, <= BgC" . . . = E

n+,that Jvln(f)(A) is the set of all sequences

of A-supermodules with E i being a free direct / -subsupermodule of

E. for every i < n .

Define now in a canonical way some supersmooth structure on the

functor Fln(f) •

Consider first the case of a GrassManian Fl,(V) , where V is

some B.superspace.

Let E* and E" be f\ -supermodules. Denoting the set (and,

actually the yA-module) of morphisms of K1 into E" as H o m ^ E 1 , B " ) ,

define the morphism of P A -modules (setting E ' = A » V and E"=A»V")
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^ (4.6.2)

fey means of the equations

^ W e J f X S ' o v J ^ ' l g i f W . (4.6.3)

The morpliism IA is, in fact, an Isomorphism; besides, for every

f e^omA(Ae>Y
r,A€>V") the graph of f is a free direct /I-oubsuper-

module of /\©(V'+V") ft; /*® V £>/®T" . Taking, hence, the composi-

tion of the map 1^ with the map f»—*graph(f) we obtain as a result

some function

^V',V\/I :"*#(V';V«)M) *Vl^(V'm")(A). (4.6.4)

Proposition 4.6.2. a) Let V* and V" be subsuperspaces of a.

real B&nach Bupersoace V, such that V = V tf> V . Then the family

some functor mojphism

. (4.6.5)

is a supersmooth atlas on the

' V" /I^AelGr

b) The family

functor Fl1(V) .

Consider now the functor Fl (V) for arbitrary n .

Define first, for every /\ and every decomposition V = V'©V",

the map V y \ f y % *^«fV' ;V»)(A) X yia_1 (V) (/) >Pln(V)(A) as

such a map, which sends every pair (f ,B1 cr . . . c ^ C V (/\)} ta> the

(f) and is

: E~ TC

flag B1'<r...oE^_1crBn<^V(/\} , where E Q = V^, > ^

the inverse image of E ± w.r.t. the restriction 7cls

of the canonical projection V(/l) *V(A) .

As /I runs in Sr the maps fy, v,, ̂  determine some functor

morphism

^v'.V" 1 i?«(T';V") X Fln_,(V) >Pl n(?) . (4.6.6)

At last, define inductively canonical charts OXL PI (v) as all

functor morphisms of the form fy, ? B (IctxV) , where V'̂ p V" = V and

f is any canonical chart on Fln_1(V
1) , asuming, of course, that

canonical charts on PI, (V) are just fv, v,, .

Proposition 4.6.3, Canonical charts form a aupersmooth atlas

on the functor Fln(V) .

If "J''-' is an arbitrary ^-module, then there exists due to

Theorem 4.4.1 anp.somorph.ism V—*—>'V for some real B.superspaee T;

it induces, obviously, an isomorphism Fl n(V)_1L> YX^iY) for every

naturalTYn . Define a Bupersmooth structure on Fln(?O as the image

of the Bupersmootii structure on Pln(7) defined above. This struc-

ture does not depend, in fact, on the choiae of an isomorphism J .

4.7.6onnefction. with Beregin-Leites-Kostant theory. Define an

|R -superalgebra H- in the category SMan as the functor

XW)s=/l , KW:=f for ftA */!' . (4.7.1)

with an §1 -superalgebra struoture on it generated by j-/!-superalgebra

structures on every /[ when A runs In G E . The reader could verify

that ${_ , considered as an n -algebra in SMan Is. isomorphic to the

R, -algebra !CS, where the real superalgebra I s coincides aa an

iR-algebra with S , but Is not trivial ae a superapace: <EB**jR and

E s= iffl ._

The IK-superalgebra ^2 ia commutative. It plays the role of

cjoord_inate^ring for supermanifolds.

Let M- be a supermanifold. In accord with Sect.1 the set

S C ^ ^ ) : ^ 3C°°(<̂ ', H) is canonically equipped with the structure of

commutative superalgebra over S(f(v", " ) . Moreover, It is evident

that for every reR the functor morphism i^.:M-*K, defined by

equations (fr)j (
m) = r e A < i s supersmooth. The corresponding

imbedding IR<^-i3C°°(,JC) equips, canonically, the set SC* 0^) with

the structure of an ^-superalgebra.

Elements of the superalgebra $C"°{M) will be called iguj>erfieild_s

on the supermanifold

Wan njm be a finite-dimensional superregion.

L e t iiihl^&Vo,

for j=1,...,ra ,where >[ , (resp. /t n+1-) are projections of

onto even (resp. odd) coordinates. Then

,6m) , (4.7.2)

(#,,...,&) ie the Grassmanwhere C°t(xi , ... ,x,J
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superalgebra with generators 9^..., Q^ .

Let <M- be a B.supermanifold. The correspondence \Jt—*SC

where U rung over all open subsets in the base manifold £2. of .At ,

defines a sheaf of R-superalgebras on (^ . Denote the corresponding

sheaved space Sh(i4S) . Every raorphiam i:\M- *dC of B.supermani-

folds generates, in an evident manner, some morphlsm Sh(f): Sh(«*t)->

—^ShC^W) of spaces sheaved with /i-superalgebras. This defines the

functor Sh from the category SMan to the category of topological

spaces sheaved with In. -superalgebras.

A Bana;;h supermanifold tffl- will "be called l££Sii2_^iliiiSc£i252:~

signal if there exists an atlas {\\^ —3>Jf\ Q n such that every

Banach supefspace V^ is finite-dimensional. Let SManfia be the

full subcategory of SMan. whose objects are Just locally finite;-.

dimensional oupermanifolds.

Proposition 4.7.1. The functor Sh establishes an equivalence

of the categor.y SManfin with the category of supermanlfolds of

Berealn-Leites-Koatant•

4.8. BliK-aupermanif old3 aa variable A -aupenaanif olds. Here are

clarified some relations between supermanifolds of Berezin-Leites-

Eoetant (BLK-supermanifolds, for brevity) and various types of

Vsupermariifolds.over finite-dimensional Grassman algebras"' ' .

In what follows, the category ELK-SMan of BLK-su permanifolds

vill be identified with the category SManfin through the functor

Sh defined in Sect.4.7.

Denote, for any /\ £[£r(,the category of G -supermanifolds over

A of Alice Rogers' '' as /\ -RMan ; the category of H -supermani-

folds' ' as A -BMan ; the category of supermanifolds over A in

the sense of Ref.'16^ as A-JPMan .

One has the inclusions of categories

A -BMan c A -RMan c A-JPMan . (4.8.1)

Hote, that the category .A -RMan does not coincide, generally spea-

ting, with the category A-JPMan (for example, $A-linearity of

derivative maps imposes no restrictions at all in the case of A =f\f)•

One can see immediatelyjfrom the definition of the Jadczyk-filch

supersmoothness (= C^-emoothness + j-A -linearity of derivarives), that

"evaluation at point A " {M^M{A), f*-*^) defines for every Ael&rf

some functor ^

BLK-SMan —-^—> A -JPMan . (4.8.2)

The functor H/^ is, for any A , neither full nor faithful.

When A runs in Or we obtain, hence, for every BLK-supermanl-

fold Jvl (resp, for every morphism f of supermanifolds) some "ob-

ject section" A i—*JftA}(resp. some "morphism section" A*—*f^ ) °f iiie

"bundle" U A-JPMan *|SxJt which permits us to consider BIK-

supermanifolds as "variable" Jadchyk-Pilch supermanifols depending

on a discrete parameter A

Now one can formulate the relation between the category of BLK—

supemanifolds and the eupermanifolds of Jadczyk-Pilch in the follow-

ing tautological motto: BLE-supermanifolda (and their morphisma) are

just those sections of the "bundle" i_l. A-JPMan >|Gr j,which are

"analytic" (=funr.torial) on the discrete parameter A •

Moreover, Theorem 3--3.2 implies that every functorial on A seo-

tion of the bundle L I A-JPMan—*|&rl belongs, in. fact, to the sub-

bundle JJ. A -BMan . >Gr .

Note that the category A ̂ -BMan contains the category iljfj

of M.Batchelor'14' as a full subcategory and is equivalent to our

category SManfin ° f locally finite-dimensional L-supermanifalds.

In particular, for every L'>-1 there is defined a "projection" fun-

ctor 7TL' : AT,-BMan >AL~BMan (see Prop. 4 .2.1) ,and BLK-super-

manifolds can be characteriaed in terms of protective limites as

BLK-SWan ^ Pro] lim(AL-BMan} , (4.8.3)

in addition to M.Batchelor'3 characterization of them aa inductive

limite of her categories
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To conclude with, the author hopes the reader could sen now, that pretentious

deelr.?-. ana of A.ISojers stating that her def'r . LJ on of C^-eupermanifolds "embraces"

that c BLK-Bupermar.i folds' •>' , is ezatttly as roancv able as, cay, the statement

thai, the "definition of complex numbers embraces that of analytic functiona'.'.

5.Vector Bundles jr. the Category of Buperraanifolds.

5.1. The definition. The tr iple (Jl*Y~,.«, Tijf ) will be called a t r ivial

r8al__VBctor^'lij''jle it. the category 3 t o or, simply, trivial 3.vectorJbundie, if

J>1 io a supermini fold (caller; base of a given s.vector bundle), ~V~ is an IR. ~&o-

ilu.le ar:d /̂ jr: -tf*) *.,•*£ is a canonical projection. We will often write simply

M * Y instead of ($*V~,M, "jf ) . Korphiam of a t r ivial s.vector bundle d^*^

into a trivial a.vector bundle JH * V is a pair (f: //*V—•>./•(*V\g: „•&-*.#'}

such that Tfe't = g'Xg and Kf,• f: Jf* V ? Y" is an ^-family of iR -linear

dorpbi.R[a3 (see Section 1.3 fcr the definition).

Open s.vector subbundles and the correspond:nr, pretopology on the category of

trivial a,vector bundles are defined in an evident wayj besides, one has an obvious

neglecting functor sending trjvial s.vector bundi.es into tho functor category

TOun™ . Tliis permits one to define the category 5l'.Ban of (Banach) vector ^u£trj-

bundles hy aeans of atlasea on functci'a in VBmf̂ - just in the Baas way aa v,n Jiave

defined supermanifolds, with obvious jiianges (for the rabiriract theory of glueing,
111!

atlases, etc. see the authors paper ' ' ) . In partioular, there is defined the cano-

nical neglecting functor

SVBun _i^^j_-, VBunS£ , (5-1.1)

Besides, there is defined the functor SVBun • ^Slfe?] sending any s.vector bundle

£ — - ? M to its base t*t .

Note that due to Coroll-4.4.3 s.vector bundles could be constructed by means

of cociclee, i . e . families of norphisms of Bupenaanifolds of the type fj£flj//T*sCjlKffy

where {j^^^M} is some open covering of a supermanifold iM by open subsuper-

nanifolds and the family {ff^Jisatisfies cocicle conditions

- 3 3 -

The products in the l . h . s . of eqa,(5.1.2) are defined just becauses^A

is an /^-algebra (see 3so+.lJ; in fact, the corresponding "functions" ff^/s "take

values" in the Lie supergroup (= group in the category SMarQ GtfiV) defined in

Sect.T.I below.

5'2. Inverse amages. Let £, $• jCL be a s.vector bundle with a base </£

and let f ; t#£ "™*jw be some moiphism of supermanifolds. Define in the cate-

gory VBin-£ a functor f*R pointwise as (f*(?)(/l} - f.*£(A ) • The functor

f*<* can be canonically equipped with the struct^i-e of e.vector bundle in such a

way that i t becomes an inverse imafrs ef of s.vector bundle £ along the morpMsni

f with all usual properties of inverse images. The bundle f*£—-^.Jf ie, as a

matter of fact, the pullback projection of the pullbaok of £ -£~->*M along f .

In particular, if p JL-^^/f is some point of <4t , define the fiber £ of

the s.vector bundle o at point x as follos/a: C •" **<? t the fiber £ i s

canonically eiiuipped with the structure of ^-module. If, besides, f: 8 ^£'

is some morphism of a,vector bundles, then there is defined, due to tha properties

of inverse icnages, the canonical Eorphism f : g ^ £ . .

5.3- The tangent functor and supsrderivative morphxsras. Define, for every super-

manifold i,4€, the functor TjCf in VBugSE pointwise as follows* 7^?(/\ } - <illMlA\]t

If f: Jut •—^Jm. is morphism of superman!folds, define the functor morphiam

Tf: TM—)TM' as (Tf) - TfA . This determines some functor SHan-£>VBun^

which actually l i f t s to the functor (denoted hers ty the same letter 7* )

SKan —21—»STOun (5«3.1j

along the neglecting functor (5.1.1J, The functor (5-3.1) will be called the tangent

fimctor.

If p ^ E ^ ^ f is a point of d( and f: tAi.'^'M is some morphism of super-

manifoids, v» will write 'J'^Jf in^stead of {TJt)x and T^f instead of (Ti)x-

Given a B.superregion ~V\n o n e °an identify the tangent bundla T'CKTy)

with the tr ivial a.vactor 'bundle Yju*y i if ?> ~VJ'0 >V'/]j, i a * sup^rsraooth

morphism of B.superregions, then the morphism fly" • J"f: V/^x'V' ^ y ' is jurt

the weak superderivative morphiam 0 t .defined in Seet.3.2 aa

-3 l t -
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In accord with Coroll.4.4-3 thers exists the only morphisTn 2/f: rl,< —^"*Sii(^ if )

(the/dgrivativo :norphism of f) such that 2>M£ = ev»(i£f * Idy) .

Superder' -ive isiorphiEms pocsc<53 tnany of the propt.lies of ordinary derivative

maps. I t is n :ft to the reader to formulate, say, the c;hain rule (using norphisia

com? of Sect.1.5) reflecting the functeria]ity of T" .
» .; . 4 . Yec-tor "bundles in the categorise Sfan' ' . Oii«? can define iho category

1 vector bundler, in the cat^jory S&rî  ' of m-supermanifoldg with finite

m , repeating l i t e ra l ly the correspondirig definitions of the case T&~ 00 ', one can

define as well the tangent functor Sfe^11^ —^—^ SVSan^ .

:'.••• i'. , nevertheless, that, ^onerally spsakLng, v&stor tandlos in SMan ' (»rf,th

finite m-^0) could not be cone-t.-.-ucted by moans of couicleu; bt:;i<'LeE, ihe Eup^rdari--

vative map Z& f (contrai'y to the tajigeivt map U f) for a .norphis>ra f in 2Man̂  '

with finite m+0 , could be uniquelly determined only an niorphicm in EKji£s "

5.5. 'fgctor functors. The dafinition and tho r.iain properties of vector fuii'Jtors

, hit,
for the category SMan ia similar to that for the "non-super" case (^eo, e.g., Ref. )

«7<™les h and
he a g y
In particular, for given a.vactor bundles Q and G over ine and the sameIn particular, for given a.vactor bundles Q and G

base ui( one can define s.vector bundles t S) £ and £(£,£') in such a way

that locally (=> for trivial s.vector Utndlcs) {MXV) '& (j$-*Y ) =j£*{Y't§}1/")

where T ^ denotes the t r iv ia l a .vector bundlo ,//*1f *jf{ .

One should note that whereas the functors of evaluation at point A commute

with I © S ' ( i . e . (g © ?')( /I ) - £ (A ) <£>£'(/! J ) , thia is net the caae for £(%8').

5-^i. Ohanse of parity fvmctor for s.vector bundles. An important role in tha

theory of superraanifolds plays the natural extension D :5VBmi -—>SVBun of the

change of parity functor ft :Mod s(SMan) —>Mod—(SMan) defined in Sect.4.4.

To define the functor 0 for tr ivial s.vector bundles rcte f irs t of a l l that

the natural isomorphism

^{V;Y')^^nY;W') (5.6.1)
extends, as a conseimence of Coroll.4.4.3)to the natural isomorphism

1^{M.;Y;Y)^L.-k{M;f\Y-M') , (5.6.2)

vdiich sends an L*t-faniily of R-linear morphisms f: jflxr *r to an

of R-linear morphisne

n f:

' ' ' .
where ^ is defined in Sect.1.5 (a^e eq.(l.5-5))-

If now jtf-*^f is a tr ivial s.vector bundle, put (\

B-jsldes, one can defmo tho aciion of Ft on morphisms of tr ivial a.voctor h . _. Oc

usiiif; the isomorphiarcs (5.6.2) and the fact that the set of all morphisms (f,g) of

a trivial a.vector 0-JIJIT.O <&X ' into a tr ivial s.ventr.r tumdle JHKV over a. f i -

*"*^ of baiiES is in an evident one-tc—one correspondence vri th
xed morphism f:

the set L Z ( / T ' i ' ) • " p; . q«-+

,„ J,, * ..„.,. n « *«-.» - —— " - «"•*•" " " **
4.4 ,0 ,h . - W , « » " « - • • » « " • >» : ' d l" i *M" '

nu

[I : STOur, •* SVB-an

of "completion of _
• le VR

i s , obviouBlyi cont i -

/l -to "tna «i«Gu iJ —

;

. of

The correspondence

exists an evident functor

Y
in fact, a functor, and there

(5.7.2)

Besides, ii' V •

3iL isomorphism

SOIIle ieocaorphism of ^-modules, i t generates for

• -r with the structure of an ^-module. This structure

::::r;:ri.:-. - - - — ••:;—.—

B d . H to the ^ols ca lory of e.vector W l - ^ - ^
onecanexta^ " o n 9 ̂  ^ w l l B i w ly define £ * «

in mind the canonical isomorphism (5-7-2J. »» ^
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(5.7.4)
for every s.veotor bundle & .

Moreover, for every s.veotor bundle O +ne s.vector bundle ^ » can be cano-

nically equipped with the structure of a bundle j5f 71.-modules (to define the la t te r ,

replace /R by 2R in the definition of s.vector bundles). The details are left

to the reader.

5-8. Bartended sections of s.yector bundles. Let C ->j^L be an a.vector bun-

dle, Morphism s: M 3*<3 of supenaanif olds ia called a section of a.vector bundle

6 if «"°s = I d ^ . Eonote P ( g ) the set of ssctions of g . Sections of ^

will be called extonded^aectiODa of f and we will write 1^(8) instead of /""(£*)<

Erteaded sections of the tangent bundle "7J*« of a aupermanifold IJ*1 will be

called yeotor^fields on J&l ; extended sections of (TM.)* will be called differen-

t i a l 1-foras (oi^oyector fields.) on jO. .

Let ^ T — * M hB a t r ivial s.veotor bundle and a f p{Jf^Y ) be i t s

section. ?)ne can see that e = (Idyj,s*) ,wh£re B'--Mf" a is the PJ[^n2jPJil_Jg£j

of the section 3 . The correspondence s (—>s ' ietermines e bijeotion

P {M *Y) ^r* SC~(J(,Y) . (5.3.1)

If, besides, y is an )?-«iodule, than the bisection (5.8.1) permits one to equip

•the set of sections P {J£*V ) of the bundle of ??-inodLQeB Jtx* with the struo-

•fcure of an &<i'{JL)-module.

More generally, if C ^A^ is an arbitrary bundle of $C -modules, the sat

P (<? ) °f sections of 0 coiiiube naturally equipped with the structure of an SC (-^)-

raodule in such a way that for every atlas {6^ ^G 7 (with c^ being tr ivial bun—

aieF, of IP-jaaAixLea) a l l induced maps P (£ )—~^"P(£^) ars~nnir5hi«Mt-oi' modules

over comuaitative associative iR -superalgelaraa with unity.

5.9- Differential Of a auparfield. If "V/^ iR a B.superreg-ion, one can idauiify

i t s tangent bundle T(*l,,) with the t r ivial bundle vj.."i and cotangent bundle

T(VL)* "iih ^ e trivial s.vector bundle T/y^^siV,*) • Let now r-.Y/^—^X

be a superfield on 'V/,, •

Noting that the evident natural isomorphism «3£j(V; fiV1) ~- Dtyv;V') of K-i'f"

raodules generates the natural isomorphism

^1(^.0 - Xfir^x (5-9.1)
of R-modules, define the differential df of the superfield f as a covector field
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on V7TJ with principal part (df)' defined as a oompoeition

Let now JK be an arbitrary supenaanif old and A » [fc^ — ^

of i « . The atlas A generates, in an evident way. Bone atlas

(5.9.2)

bs on atlas

{TJ()* Let f : Jvi be a Buperfield on uft , Then there e i is ts the

only covector field df on iM- auch that (dfj^i^ » i^dff^i^) for everyc< . The

coveotor field df thus defined does not depend on the choise of an atlas A •

5.10. Action of vector fields on Buperfields and the Lie bracket. Let-first

'Yljj ke a B.superregion, f: "Yi^'—^^ be a superfield on "VIv and ~$ ba some

*r* Define -the euperfield
a s a o o m P o a i t i ( ' n

' l i ^ ( / . f f j R ^ -2^-*J»w ^ R - (5.10.1) .

Let now i/*C be an arbitrary supermanifold, f be a superfield on <^C and , f

to a vector field on <^t . Then there e i is ts the only Buperfield J f on *& such

that for every chart U—*J(. on ^ the identity ( J f ) L » f i , . f/tf holda.

For every vector field f tha map -fi—*^f is a superdarivatton of the

iR -superalgebra ' 3C (u*f) .

If f, and |% are two vector fields on tX€ ,then there e i is ts the only vactor

field CFf/T^J on "« such that for every superfield t on </«; th« identity

vector fiald on T*/TJ with principal part *§':

f f on

c . f)
holds. The real auperspace TLi.'J'M-} of vector fields on tA*t ,

operation f , ] , is a real Lie superalgebra.

equppod with the

6. Inmsrsions, Sulimeraiona, Subsupermanifolds. e tc .

6.1. Definitions. We will call every morphism of supermanifolds of the form

M x. M*P -^^-tjtfx^f' (resp. of the form ^*M'—*-M) a standaj^imboa-

ding^(resp. a s$andard__proje2tion) •

A morphiam f: \M. >JK- of supenaanifolda will be called an jjigiersioa (rasp,

a submersion, reap, a local isomorphism) if there e i is ts a family of pullbaofcB

u L ^

M*
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such that I "v * • * / ^-8 SU1 ope» covering of <•*' , every if is an open morphiam

and every f i s a standard imbedding (resp. standard projection, resp. an iaomor-

phiam); morphiam f will be called an imbedding if there exists s: family of pull-

(6.1.2)

such that {_ 1/4 ^j£( Y i.s an open covering of J& and every ^ is a standard

imbedding. At last, a Bupermanifold ./*' will be called a subs-upermanifold of a

Buperjnanifold M f if M j a a set-valued subfunctor of the functor </^C and if,

besides, the irelusioa aorphism tA4.**~ ifi^ ia an imbedding (which includes that it ia

superamooth).

6.2. MnTj/.-iiema criterions modulo manifolds.

Propoaitlc a 6.2.1, a) If some morphisrn f of superm-viiifolds is an immersion

(rasp, sub-version, reap, local iaoiuoi-phism, reap, jLmbed&ir^ 1 than for eyer^ /\

the morphias f of B|.nianifolds is an imitarsion (resp. sî limarsioni raEp. local iso-

morphisia1re3p. jJ^^'^iSg)*

b) If some morphism f of gqpermanlfolds is such that the tnorphism f̂  ̂of

manifoldB is an immersion (resp. £)itoierjj£ni resp. local isomorphism, resp, isomor-

phism, resp. imbeddiryr1) then_ f is an immersion (resp. submersion, reap. local iso-

morphism, reap, isomorphism, resp. imbedding).

Corollary 6.2,2, A. morphism f: JvC ^$ of superiianifolds ia an isomorphism

iff the morphism Z^(f): J^i^jfC) >/'1 (_<Sf ) of vector bundles (see Sect.4.2) jLs_

an isomorphism.

. . =*\A< be a morphisra

of supermanifolds, An open subsupermanifold LL of i.*"* will be called an open

neighbourhood of the morphism h if h lifts to UL along the inclusion morphism

ljt_ o JvL , A morphism f: <,/&£ ^^ft is said to be an immersion^ (resp. a gubmer-

exists an open neighbourhood iX.C-JiA.ai h such that the norphism f/n: ^ — ^ j U -

is an immersion (resp.submersion, resp. a local isomorphism).

Proposition 6.3.1 (Inverse function theorem). A taorphism f: M. -*v<5t of

superaianifolds is a local isomorphism in some

iff tha mornhi.sm 'J^JC—~—>^7"ftx^W ia an iBomorphiam of

To formulate the corresponding criterions for imnersions and stibmersiona we

need a notion of direct morphisma of modules. Let "]f be an /^-taodule and 7 I s

some i t s submodule. The 3ubmodule V ia called direct if there e i ia ts an /jP-raodule

tf and an isomorphism "V @V ^ f of ^?-modulea. More generally, a morphism

g*r >1f of /j£-modules ia called dirgSJ i f i* i s isomorphic (as an object of the

category of ,K-modules over 7^~ ) t o t f l e inclusion of aome direct Bubmodule of "Y~ .

Proposition 6.3.2. A niorphi3ni f: I'M-—*jlt of aupermanifolda ia an immersion

in some nei^hboLirhood of a point p •—-> î iff the morphiam 'J' £{ *• iTTr $ '

is direct; it. ia a submersion in some neighbourhood of x iff 'J* f is au epimor"

phism and Ker T f is a diroct aubmodule of the j?~modu.la f jCC •

In conclusion of this section we will formulate Borne useful criterion permitting

one to see whether soms sraoath subfu.nctor C* of a Bupermanifold «*£ is a sub—

supermanifold of Jut (a functor dr in Wan— is called a smooth bubfun:tor of tha

functor u*t in jto-~- if for evexy A the uianifold <*M) la a subtaanifold of the

manifold MIA.' an& the aet of inclusions {JtiAj^jvl/A/f,. IB a functor raorphism).

Theorem 6.3.3. Let̂  Jf be a smooth subfanctor of a aupermanifold t/vt . If

for every point p -^->Jf of JY the functor 'T jf is a superreproaentable aib-

ciodule of the fK-mcdula_ "J~ J,{ then there exists on the functor Jf the structure

of a 3U.bsupermanifold of JA. (here, of course, the tangent "bundle" Tdf and i t s

"fiber" 'JT J4 SOT a .umetor Jf in Marr— ara dafinad pointwiEe).

7.Lie Supergroups.

7 .1 . Definition and examples. A group (object) in the category SMan will be

called a Lie supergroup.

Example 1. Lot A be an associative K-algebra with unity in SMan. Define Jf

as Jt : = JEIjj.* . vdiero ft i3 the Lie group of invert ible element a of tha B,algebra

ff . Then for every A the manifold J£ (>^) is a Lie group; the Lie group atruo-

turea on al l Jt (A) generate the structure of a Lie supergroup on - ' t . In par t i -

cular, if v is a K-module in SHaji then dC-{ V\ V) is an associative K-algabra with

unity in SKan (see Sect.1.5 and Coroll.4,4.3). The Lie supergroup ^ Y *

will be denoted ^ ^ ( V ) .
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manifold <fC equipped with th i s Etrvc;jri ; of a ;,in fcuuer^roup l 8 called a Lio :,••.

Let yf be a Lie supert-roup and l e t <7L be a subsupermanifold of Q. sue!'

tha t for evory n the manifold ^ f ( A ) i s a smbprouri nf £ ( / \ ) (and, henos, a

Lie suV-r- - p of the Lie grown ^ ( / I ) ) . The at ru c-t-u r j a of Lie tjroups on J ? (A )

produce, -,,hen /I runn in Or , the s t ructure of a Lir sjpnrrroup on J1?? ; the syne

d $?

of ,the Lift superrroup

A. variety of nxaraples of Lie subs'.pttrfTouoe one >:an obtain considering involu-

tions in associative algebras with unity i* the category SMar. . Let t/V be an

associative K~al;--nfcra with unity in Sffan • An J?-linear morphism Y:jt-~->j&

':" •:;.?. la-l an involution on tho slf^bra ^T if I'= Td-- and, besides, if I is an

antiaiJtoMorphis.-!! of J.>:e al-jfybr.i ^ t , _ . n . if f.ir every /I and every a, n f / ( / l )

th<-! identity T(a-b) =.J(b).l(a) holds.

£™jiosrUoii_7.1.1. L_ot I : v^T—>jf be an involution in an a;;uoi;iaiive

K-algebra <y£ with unity m SHan . Define for every /\ the b-nbset $f (/( )

°£ yc M ) as tho set of all a €^£ {A } such _r.ha I T
A ( a ) ' a ="• 4 • 33HL-SS.J_Ll /?f W?

generates a subfunctor fC1 in , / . The subfur.ctor Jl!̂  is_ a .siibsupernianifold

£f i-t and, moreover, a Lie 3ubsup«r;rr/;np of the Lie gupgr.-ruan ^/t

gxan^le 2: Hi_]be_rt sut-.tyrspjicF ŝand unitary Lie supergroups. Let V be a complex:

Bsnach suporsnace and <" , > : VXV-—*I tn an even nondegeneratc Buperherm.itean

forTn_on V , i . e . < , > is K-semi linear on the first arf-iunent, ([-linear on the

Becond argument and, benides, the identity

holds. Hote that the non-degeneracy of < , ? implies, together with condition

(7.1.1) that V has the topology of a Hilbert space.

Define the map f: X „( V ; V ) _ » • £ £ { v ; V ) (^>erhermtean_ conju-

gation) as follows:

(we write, respecting traditions, A*" instead of t(A~) ) .

The morphism f : ̂ j ( V ; ? ) ^ifffv";?) is an involution in the aleebra

OCF{V;¥) . The Lie subs-jpergroup 9̂ CJ- °f the Lie sroup Q> ^ (V) will be called

a pseudounitary; group of the of the complex B,superspace V , associated with the

superhermitean form < ,̂ > ; i t will be denoted iZ(V, < t ^ ) .

Uote that the forms <*f >/ and ^ , ^/ are HerraiHerraitean forms on and

respectively. If thic two fonns are definite then the pair (V, "̂, ^) (or,Kimply, V)

•nil! be called a Hilbort siitiercpaoe, whereas tho corresponding Lie superfproup tUft,(,)]

will be ciiled the unitary yupor̂ roiiTi of the Hilbert superspace V .

7.2. Lin theory. Lot (p be a Ha £.;per."Toi.ir» and p «•—? CP, bo it.y unity.

1'or every /̂ & j^r / t;ie U.upccc ( ? 5 ) ( A J = T p ^ 2 ( ^ ) 1S R't ' ^ "*"» tiraefthe Lie

algebra L( Q (A)) of the Lie fToup ^ (A) . The structures of Lie algebras

on ( fj" ^ ) (A) generate, when A runs in Gr_ , the structure of a Lie algebra

in the category SMan on the fiber HT (2 of the tangent bundle ^"jf °f the Lie
r in e

^upeiYrroup fc . T?hn tfc—modalt" >V" ^ equipped with this structure will be

called the Lie alfjebra (in tho category SMan) ojl^jh^j^ie^^suj^ergroup Q, and will

be denoted L-( (2 ) •

In fact, the function L continues, in an evident way, to some functor from the

category of Lie supergroups to ths category of Lie algebras of the category SHan

(Lip functor); co-rposinp the Lie functor L with the superization functor S of

Sect.4-4 (se« (4.^.?)) we will obtain the functor

S»L: Lie .Tuper<froups > Banach real Lie superalgeteras . (7.2.1)

The Lie superalpebra 3L( Q. ) will be called the T^jiLJiiPiiraigg^S of a Lia super—

{<roup (p

7.3- Exponential morphism. Define now for every Lie supergroup L£ the expo-

nential morphism

exTV, = HG ) ->(! (7-3.1)

pointwise: (exp« ). = SXPQ (A \ • It is a functor morphism due to functoriality

properties of exponential maps in tba ordinary Lie theory.

Proposition 7.3.1. The exponential morphism erP/: J9 supersmooth; it is a

local ieomorphism at spree cpen neighbourhood of the point zero (0: p * L ( 5 ) )

of the Lie algebra L(G) .

7.4. The structure of Lie supergroups. Let. 0 be a Lie supergroup. For every

A let N- (A ) be the kernel of the morphism G{A) ~~^§- o f L i e S^^P3!

f. f —
whsre £.: A * $*. is the terminal morphism of superalgebras. I t i s evidan-fc,
that the Lie group G{A.) is a aemidirect product
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Besides, Hc(," 1 is a nilpotent Lie ,-croup.

Considei -ow the canonical iK-nodule decomposition L{G) = -L( C ) $ jL( £ ) ,

where ^L(Q)m L(£) is the "ordinary" Lie algebra and fL(C) i s the superpoini

corresponding to the odd part, of ths Lie superal-^ebra SI.(£}. Due to Prop.7-3.1

the exponential mnrphism env iaomrjrphicaVLy man- thr; liuperpoi ivt rt<( f ) onto sô ie

superpoint p* c G (in fact, R (/I ) cr Ng(A ) for evfsry A )•

Let for every A the map If l: ^ ( $ ) ( A ) X JO ( A ) * $ ( A ) is the restr ic-

tion of thsi multiplication in the f̂ i-uup G (^ ) i i . e . I.(g,x) = g x (the functor £„

of "Grassman analytical cort irruation" is defined in Sect. 4-2).

Proposition 7-4-l« The family fl»i.fif. determines some supersmooth isomorp-

hism

of supermanifolds. In particular, every Lie sunerfrroup ia a simple supermanifold.

7-5- Inverse Lie theorem modulo manifolds.

Proposition 7-5•!• Let ^t be a L/e superalgebra and (5 be a Lie group such

that L(d) - 3Jf . Let, further, there exists a: linear smooth action of the Lie

ffroup 0 on the Banach spaoe J*i- such that_ the corresponding; infinitesimal action

of the Lie algebra Si on the »pac-e S& coincides with the a.joiirt.' action (determined

by the Lie braokei: in tf ) . Then there exists the only (up to an isomorphism) Lie

supergroup G such that i t s Lie superalfye'bi'a SL(G) coincides with 5 and y

coincides with Q .

7,6. Linear representations of Lie supcTfrroups. Let r be a jt-module and g.

be a Lie supergroup. An action fi: (^X'V'—^'V' of Q, on V is called a K-Unear

represetrtation of G {or a G -module over K) if p is a family of K-linear mor-

phisma. As a t r iv ia l consequence of Coroll.4.4.3 one obtains that the canonical rep-

resentation of the Lie supergroup .^J t ( f ) on "V ( i . e . the restriction of the

evaluation morphism ev ) is universal among all linear actions of Lie supergroups

on the K-tnodule " [ / " ; in particular, K-linear representations of a Lie supergroup

G in If are in a biiective correspondence with the set of a l l morphiBms of tp

into $*K(V} .
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1-1- Groups in SHan^mi Groups in the category SMan'm^ will be called m- Lie

supergroups. The following proposition permits one to reduce Lie super,^roups :;nd

their representations to m -Lie sur>erp*oups and their representations if mA3.

Proposition 7-7-1. Let m^..}. The functor }{°° (defined in Sect-4.2) generates

an equivalence of the f:atG|-ory of Lir; supergroups with th'i category of ni- Lie super-

groups ; fur a. '_;;ven I, n? auperyoup Q the category of linear representations of G

is erruivalen-t to the category of Jinpar representations of the ia- Lie superfrroup fl"(Jj.

7-8. Pactorsuperjyoups of Lie supergroups. Let G lie a Lie supergroup and

tf\, be some i t s Lie subsupergroup. Define the functor Q/£C pointwiae as fol-

lows: Cp /(K-( / \ ):= G (A }/JC{A ) ; canonical projections Q (A ) —•—^ Q.{^ )/it{.h)

define the functor raorphism 7C '• G —=* J /7ft .

Proposition 7.8.1. There exists the only structure of a supermanifold on tha

functor G/^i such that the morphism /(, is a submersion .

The functor J£/S^ equipped with the structure of">superraanifold determined by

Prop, will be called a factoPmanifoId of G over 'JC .

A Lie subsuperorroup ĤC of the Lie supergroup G. is called normal if for

every A the subgroup ^ft(A) °^ "c'ile L^-e grolIP Q.(A) is normal,

Propoaition 7-8-2. IJT *J5f is normal Lie subsuper^oup of the Lie, supergroup

G >then Q/'K. is a Lie supergroup w.r.t . multiplication Q/% X (f'/J? ^ Q /%

defined pointwise.

This Lie supergroup will be called the factprgupergroup of J over ^C- .

8. Supergroups of Superdlffeomorphlama.

In this section will be ootistruoted supergroups of auperdiffeomorphiains of

•upermanifolda being the counterparts of groups of diffeomorphisnm in » standard

theory of B.manifolds. This supergroups exist as group object" in the functor

category Set-^ . The latter topos seena to pl»y the same role in the theory of

supermanifolde as the topoa Set plays in the theory of manifoldsi i t is the

"enrlronemeat" for various typea of objeota whioh arise naturally in the theory

of BupermanifoldSjbut not always oould "live" within the oategory of «upemianl-

folda itBalf (examplei orbits of supersmooth actions of Lie supergroups' ' ) •
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6.1. OaoiMtTlaed. Yoneda funotor. In thiaTsection the natural neglecting
V Or

funotor Sllan > lfan-— will bo interpreted aa a "geometrization" of Toneda.

functor SMan ^ Set - composed with the funotor S e j 3 ^ ^ 0 . »S»tSf°*'-t-''

of restriction to suparpointa. Here Spoint er Sltan is the full subcategory of

the category SMan consisting of finite-dimanaional suporpoints. I t i3 evident

from Th.3-3.2 that the category Spoint is naturally equivalent to tho cate-

gory Qr° dual to the category of Qraasman auperalgnbras.

Proposition 8.1.1. Tha functor SUan H* .1 $

i s naturally isomorpbio to the iigsrlectinff functor S' i Sltan—?->ljan^ >Set—

This propoaition gives the desired interpretation. Besides, choosing and

filing none nontravariant functor
"jp s _fc" •—» 3poir\ta (8.1.1)

satablJ atiing a natural equivalence of ciitegorias, ont{;btaina the following

important

g°£°tl5£r. 8-1-2- For avery aupermanlfold df and every Orassman algebra A

there e i is t^ an isomorphism of gets

natural both on i/Vl and / I

8'2. fuaetora of E^pgrmorphiamB and of 8upar3ection3. le t t ^^ and c ^ ^ be

B.eupermanifolds. Define the ^e_t-valued funotor SQa'{iy^',^) on the category

of drassman superalgebras as follows:

The functor &*{JC,J?) . i l l be called the Jinoior^oi^u^pejg^rp^i^nia of the

aupermanifold tJA. into tba aupermanifold c/6C . Jfote that there e i i a t s the

97id*nt natur&l isomorphism

S C i ^ X j ^ SC°{Jt,M'){!fi) ^ vTiMX) • (8.2.2)

Let now & >J£ be a s.vector bundle over tho "bags aupermanifold i/&£

Define the Jot-valued funotor P ( £ ) of 9^£*rBectic£3 of -the a.vactqr bundle

& as folIowa*

is the canonical projection. We have that

( g ) . (B.2.4)

p(A)XjU—r>M

Note tha t the composition of 3ectiona with the canonical pullhack projection

T T J ^ — * £ gives for every / \ the canonical raonomorphism P($){A)-+S

the set of a l l this monomorphisme produces the canonical functor monoraorphisra

To visualize the functor !*(&) consider the case of t r ivial fl.vector bundle

' *Jvt . in -this case, evidently, there exists the natural isomorphism

P {JL<V) ^ QT{JC,V) . (8.2.6)

3q"u.p row the ^t—module "̂  Jp wi*h -the stn.ioture of wL— ̂ upertnodule

Then SC (dl, Jjg }bemonies an fft—superspaoe.

Proposition 8 , 2 . 1 . There e x i s t s , aa isomorphism of functors

ZZ S<T(J(,V£) (8.2.8)

rid "7̂ ** 1 ^uniir.g SC ( j ^ \ r ) ;.n+o a superrepresentq"blel on ^/^t ari

8.3. Horpi. ams of composition and of evalua^ian. In this sub3action i t will

be more cor.i. ernent to work directly with the category Spoint " nstead of equivalent

to i t ca+erory Gr5 . The ^'ariable jP will run on the set of objects of tho cate-

gory Spo.nt

Let tjn. and lAl be B.supermanifolda. Define the evaluation morphism

•v, s ' v / / ' ) x M —>J(' (3.3.1)
as follows: for evor.v jnorphisms f: fKjff

the comporcition

&n& r i P—*M let e^r(f^i) be

Let now <M , i/X a n d J&L be srupermanifolds. Define the functor morphiBm

\ ' ) Q " (8.3.3)

are some mor-

(8.3.4)

Proposition 8.3.1. Morphism conp is an aasqr.ia-tive composition OTI the func-

(3.3.5)

of composition as follows. If f:pKjU—*M'sxA f*:f>*J{
pH'iiHJ, Ul Ctmff.lf.fi fl « . ( .»P '* .«

P(5)

tor SC (^(,i/() . Desldes, the point
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defined as e (p)
r

f*M—*jv( , i s the uni ty of t h i s composition.

8.4- The supergroup of superdiffeomorphisms. Let JVC be a B.superm&nifold.

Define for every A the set SDii'f{<M}(A ) as the Bubaet of a l l inver t ib le e l e -

ments of the semigroup 5C {iXt, Jt }(hj (wi th the composition corap. defined in the

preceedinj; subsection),

Propoai tion 8 . 4 . 1 . The family •[ SDiff (J( ) (A }J, ,„ forms a subfunctor

,JL ) ; t h i s subfunctprfoincides with the subfanctoTSDiff (M ) _in_

SC (iy*t ,i*L , where spiff {M, ) is naturally isomorphic to the aet

) of a l l surierdiffeoaorphisms (= isomorphisms in SMan) of t/*C . More-

over, the Toup structures on all SDiff(•« }{A ) produce the structure of a super-

group {» f-roup object in Set-^ ) on the functor SDiff(u« ) .

The supergroup SDiff(</^£) will be called the 3upjr^3^u^ofEuperdi_ffeoraor^-

phisma of the superman!fold V^l . This eupergroup possesses the following univer-

sal property.
n

Proposition 8.4.2. Let (OKJW. —'̂ •tAC be an act' on of a Lie supergroup (a^ —— & -• g-

on a supennariifold Jvt , Then there eiigts the only morphisa P of super—

(in the category Set?—

SDiff (8.4.1)

such -*-hat the dig-fra

Sftt

i s commutative. The morphisro p ,s determined as follovrs; for ever"

g : ] f { A ) — * £ t h e m o r p H s m R r )

Proposition 8*4.2 permits Dne, in pa r t i cu l a r , Jo define the induced l inear

act ion of a Lie supersroup (g. on the f^Jior^of^superfieldB 3C (LM, ft ) of

if ^ ac t s on iM (use the universal action S D i f f f ^ )JC SC°°(t̂ ?', R)—>SCc%^T,ft)

a r i s ing from the composition morphism oomp ) . More feneral l ', one can define l inear

act ions of Lie supergroups on functors of svpersections of s ,vector bundles (when

a corresponding supergroup ac t s on a a,vector bundle ) ,

-hl-

on locall" convex aupermanifolds. One can defiflt the category of locajii

con-vei, or 5™ol^ti °f tSSS-J^^^i Sli33?J55Si££l^9' r e Pl a c l n g simply '••he category

Man££ v the catepor^ of functora on Gr with values in the category of smooth

locall- convex, reap, Prechet, reap, tame Frfechet manifolds {the corresponding theory

of manifoldB based on the notion of weak derivative morphiams is developed in the

paper' °' of H.Hamilton ) .

Then one can, on the one hand, to generalize the Nash-Hoser inverse function

theorem to the case of tame Frechet supermanifolds; on the other hand, ona con equip

the functors SC*"(M,<$') and P ( £ -^—>M- ) with structures of tame Frechet Buper-

manifolds in the ca3e when t£h is compact.

The details vil l be considered

9, Ht -3uperman i folds.

In this sect'on we will construct the "iterated" category S "Man of Z^-super-

manifolds such that algebras (of any polylinear type T* ) in this category cor-

respond to £ -graded Banach superal gebras of the correspond! n£ t,ype.

luld construct the catefory S^lan: recursively considering t^supermani-We coi

k—1S Mfolds as functors in the functor caterory S Man-

directly, uain- the fur.ctor category War.— " " —

InBtead we will do i t more

9 . 1 . ^ - Qraesnan W« w i l l denote th»oat«sory

naa of a polyliMar typ» T in a oategory <so* (•••

Sect.1.10).

Let

(9 -1 .1 )

ba the canonical injection of Z ^modules. I t b-an»rate8> for sv.ry oommutativ.

ring with unityYTn a category $b with f ini te produota and for «v«ry po3ylin«ar

type I of algebraic structure, some functor

I . :

U)from the oategory of a-aup*ralg»bras of the typ* T in U) to ti« oategory

of 2^-grad.ed R-s^peraleebraB of the earn* type T in oO . In particular,

I- sends commutative sup«ralgebras into cooraiutativ* 2z-Sra<led auparalgabraB.
J



For avery map Y '• 2T ? ^/V denote /\f some free real £_ ̂ -g

oomunjtativ* superalgebra having exactly T ( C ) free generators with parity C i

the aupera.:: ibra Af with j determined fron qua l i t ies

f (i.il)) ' n, , else <f ( £ ) - 0 ( j - I , . . . , k ) (9-1-3)

will be denoted as A ar.d will be called 2" J- Grassman superalgeora.

Let n^ and n± be J -graded real superal gebras- The tensor product

Af ® " i of £ -graded supermodules equipped with a multiplication defined In-

equalities

(a ®a, )'(b ®b,) *2^ (-1) a-, • .b,® ,a. -b , (9.1.4)

is called the teriBor ĵiroduoJ ,̂of ^ -graded Buparalgebras /? and / i 2 •

One oa>i easily verify that for every

holds. It is evident, besides, that /[ as an aigehra (neglecting

"super" structures) is the ordinary tensor product of Grassman algebras, which

coincides in this particular case with the suparproduot (9-1-4) •

We will denote the full subcategorv of the category of ^JJ-graded gupar-

k L*-u±sLt*<
' - Grassman superalgebra'ytHT identity

(9.1-5)

algebras with unity, consisting of

One can observe that the functor

detsrmined by iaomorphisms (9-1.5) i^

egorv of

all/^p— Oraasman superalgebraa as &£_

(9.1.6)

fact, ar. isomorphism of categories,

because ara free. For our purposes i t will be more convenieat to

^ic k
use directly the category _to" instead of the equivalent category Or

9.2. ^ -aupermanifolde. Sow we can l i tera l ly repeat definitions and ootist-

Gr«ructions of preeeeding sections for the functor category Man— in plaos of
Orthe category Man— .

First of a l l if 7 is an 2 . -graded K-module (in Top, ttan or Sat), one

can define the JC-module V in the corresponding functor category ( I[Q_£— ,

Mair^ or Sat— ) just by Sq.(<V<>) (where A runs now in 0r^k ) ; airai^-

larly can be defined f for an even K-polylinear map f . E-algebras cf soma

type T" in the corresponding functor category, which are isomorphio to V for

some 2^_grad»d superalgabra V of the type 7~ (in To£, Ifan or Sejt) will

be again called supsrrepresentable.

Define Banach 2 g-supe^region as b.n open suhfunctor of a superrepresentable

,K-nodule in Top— (or in tfair-^ ). iVery j3anaoh ^k-superregion in "f

is again of the f^rrn^ V l^ for some open U in y:='f/^(lfi) .

The definitions of supersmooth morphiams and of ^ -eupermanifolds literally

copy the corresponding definitions for t;ie ordinary cage (k«l). Denoting the

oatejfory of iianach . 2 j-superaianifolda as STsan_ one can formulate the following

generalization of JorDll.4.4.2:

Theorem jy.2.1. The category SkTj,(Han) of f ^-graded g-superalgebras of

any t.yps 7" l_n Jfan is naturally equivalent to the aategory T-A^kiri) of

K-algebraa of the type T %n_ STian .

The theory of ^2-auporman3 folds could be developed further along the same

lines as tha theory of "ordinary" supsnaanifolds (with the possible exception of

the theory of integration). Hameiy, one can define vector bundles in tha oate-

gory STfan , tangent functor 0" and Lie functor, as well aa the eiponontial

morphisiBjfollowing l i teral ly the corresponding definitions of the casa k-1.

In particular, the inverse function thaoreoi is valid in the category STJan as

well.

9-3- Biample. We will give, in conclusion, an aiampla showing that i t is not

aaay (if at all possible) to reformulate the theory of finite-dimensional 2 ^ "

supermanifolds (for k ̂ -2) in terms of spaces with sheaves of ^ ^-graded eomnu-

tative auperalgebras on them.

Define a 22~S ra<ied commutative superalgebra IR}^' in Sultan ("coordi-

nate ring") as follows: £ ( K ^ X / 1 ) ~gA • The 2- ^-graded ^-supsralg»bra

(J( ):= S lian(t/« ,ffC ) will be called the sujgej^lgebrs;__ojf_3j^srfields of tha

g-supermanif old

3C

Describe the structure of this superalgebra in a simple cast wh«n k-2 and

tha auporroanifold iM. i s a finite-dimensional ^g-suparpoint, i . e . >& . T ,

where d l m V " { ^ i j K , ^ ^ is sucH that njj - 0 and n?J ,nSJ ,nfl- & $/ .

It follows from the counterpart of Th.3-3.2 (which gentralizos to the case

-1.9-
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of arbitrary k ) that in this case there exists an isomorphism

3 C ° ° { V ) ^ A tffh x Jj (9.3.1)
o f Z.2-« rad9a7aTi^braB, where /£ {[^ , . . . ,x^__ ~]] ^ considered as an algebra, is

simply the algebra of formal power series in variables i , . . . , *

Note that if X£ . u x p iB a. finite-dimensional ,g? j-superregion, such

that U i s an "ordinary" region ( i . e . dimensions of U in "directions" (1,0)

(0,1) and (1,1) are s e n ) and f i s s finite-dimensional superpoint, th.on,

generally speaking, SC~ U ) jk- SC™(U) (§ sc"( $>) .
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